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The Father’s Day Bluegrass Festival
Welcome!

The California Bluegrass
Association is a non-profit, all
volunteer organization, founded
in 1974, to preserve and promote
Bluegrass, Old Time, and Gospel
Music in California. We encourage
you to visit our Membership booth
and learn the benefits of membership. We presently have over 2700
voting members in California
and thirty-nine other states and
Canada. We hope you will join
or renew your membership at the
membership booth in the inner
fairgrounds. Make this “your”
organization and learn about the
many membership benefits.
The Father’s Day Bluegrass
Festival is produced by our volunteer
members and promises four days
of fabulous music on three stages,
jamming, workshops, Youth
Programs, Kids on Bluegrass,
Luthiers’ Pavilion, Vern’s Beer and
Wine Garden and a large concession
area with food, drink and crafts.

GENERAL INFORMATION
CAMPING
Camping is in the rough on
the festival site and those who come
early may camp Sunday through
Wednesday, June 11th-14th for a
daily fee of $15/tent and $20/RV
on a first come, first served basis.
Designated tent-only camping is
available (see map or ask at gate).
HANDICAPPED CAMPING
There are a limited number of
special accommodation camping
spaces available for those with
handicaps. Advance reservations
were required by May 1, 2017.
However, handicapped campers
will be accommodated if possible.
We cannot promise sites with
hookups and/or a view of the
stage; however, we will do our best
to meet your basic needs. We will
provide some transportation in a
golf cart this year for those with
special needs. Information about
this service will be available at the
Gate or at Festival Headquarters.
BRING YOUR PET
Owners must have proof of all
required and up-to-date vaccinations, and dogs must have ID tags
on their collars.
When you bring your dog
to the festival, you accept liability for injury or property damage
caused by your dog and you will
be responsible for all cost of repairs, fines or levies. The California

Bluegrass Association maintains no
liability for any actions of the dog
or its owners.
When you walk your dog, he
must be on a short (not to exceed
six (6) feet) leash.
Dogs must be confined to
a pen or a RV or on a short leash
while in camp. No free ranging
tethers are allowed.
Sorry, but we’ll have to ask
you to remove your dog from
the grounds if he becomes a
nuisance. Being a nuisance includes
continually barking (for a single
time or multiple short intervals)
or disturbing festival goers
in any manner. This will be
strenuously enforced.
Please don’t leave your dog
alone for longer than 45 minutes to
an hour.
Keep supplies handy and
clean up after your dog. It’s good
manners. You don’t want to ruin
someone else’s good time.
The main camping area is where
dogs reside. No dogs allowed in
Tent Only area.* However, if you
have a dog and a tent, you can camp
in an area that is not Tent Only.
During Music Camp and the
Festival, dogs must stay outside
of the fenced area that is near the
stages and vendors.
Please keep your dog out of and
away from the water ditch and
the lake.
SERVICE/SUPPORT ANIMALS
In compliance with the federal
Americans With Disabilities Act and
the Unruh Civil Right Act individuals
with a service or support animal or
persons who are licensed to train
service or support animals are allowed
to bring said animal to the festival.
A service or support animal is
expected to behave appropriately and
unobtrusively as it assists its owner.
While in common areas, it shall be on
a leash, in a carrier, or otherwise under
the direct control of its owner.
* “Tent only” is defined as the area bordered
by Mccortney Rd. Gate 4, Gate 3, Entrance
Rd, and the Water Ditch.

HELPFUL INFORMATION

Bring regular lawn chairs or
blankets for seating. Seating is strictly
“bring your own” and chair height
must be lower than 37” in the center
section. Anyone may sit in an empty
chair until that chair is reclaimed by
its owner.
Food and drink concessions are
on site and food and non-alcoholic
beverages may be brought into the

audience area (no glass allowed) in
picnic baskets or coolers.
Historic Grass Valley and Nevada
City are a short automobile drive
away and offer banking, restaurants, grocery shopping, camping
supply purchases and tourist
and recreational opportunities.
The weather can be hot during
the days and cool during the
evenings, so dress appropriately.
Sunscreen and hats or visors help
keep you from burning during
the heat of the day and a jacket
or sweater can be very comforting
during the evening performances
and for jamming afterward. The
Festival will be held rain or shine
and there are no refunds.
Bring your acoustic instruments and join in the fun. A large
part of the enjoyment of our festival
is the spontaneous jam sessions
that spring up throughout the fairgrounds during the festival. There is a
wonderful opportunity to share
some music and make new friends.
(Remember your jamming etiquette.)

Parents are responsible for
their children at all times. Please be
sure you know where your children
are and what they are doing. There
is an organized children’s program
with schedule times listed in the
program; however, this is not a day
care service. Parents must either
remain with their child/children or
return to pick them up at the conclusion of each segment of the program.
Help maintain the cleanliness
of the grounds and restrooms.
Deposit all trash in available
bins and recyclable containers in
appropriate bins.

We ask for your cooperation

in abiding by the rules which are
a necessary part of such a large
event. The Board of Directors and
the festival personnel have thought
out these rules carefully and ask
for your cooperation during your
stay at the Fairgrounds. Please read
the following rules and regulations
carefully and give us your full cooperation. If everyone follows
these simple guidelines, we can all
enjoy our festival days together in
harmony and listen to some wonderful music!
• ID BANDS - Please keep your
ID band on at all times. Your ticket
entitles you to enter the fairgrounds and participate in all
musical performances on the
date or dates covered by the ticket.
Camping fees are included in

all three and four-day tickets.
You will be at the front gate. No
replacements will be made unless
you purchase another ticket.
• ALCOHOL - The audience area
is alcohol free.
• DRUGS - The festival site is drug
free.
• LEAVE NO TRACE - Help
maintain the cleanliness of the
grounds and restrooms. Deposit all
trash and recyclable containers in
appropriate bins. Please leave trash
barrels where they are. Additional
containers are available if needed.
• AMPLIFIERS AND ELECTRIC
INSTRUMENTS - We are an
acoustic festival - Please leave your
amplifiers and electric instruments
at home.
• SCOOTERS,SKATEBOARDS,
AND ROLLER BLADES/SKATES-

Scooter or skateboard riding
and roller-blading or skating are
prohibited on the festival gro
unds from Thursday morning at
8:00 a.m. until Sunday after the
music on the stagess, and at all
times on the inner fairgrounds.
• BIKES - Adults (age 18 or older)
wishing to ride bikes at the festival
may obtain a bicycle pass for use in
the camping area only.
• MOTORCYCLES - Only
California street legal motorcycles
are allowed on the fairgrounds.
• GOLF CARTS AND ATVs - Golf
carts and ATVs are not allowed
on the fairgrounds. All others are
prohibited on the festival grounds
from Monday prior to the festival
until Monday following the festival except for single person battery
operated vehicles used by the
handicapped or people with
medical problems.
• OPEN CAMPFIRES - Campfires are prohibited. Keep a close
watch on camp stoves, barbecues,
lanterns, etc. Make sure they are
completely out when not in use.
• PETS - Dogs and cats are
allowed in the majority of the
camping areas. They are not allowed
in the tent-camping-only area or
the main venue area. Please read
our complete pet policy for more
information.
• SAVING SPACES - Only festival
officials are allowed to rope off
areas. “Saving a spot” for a friend
who is coming later is not allowed If
your group wants to be together, try
to arrive at about the same time.
• SMOKING - The audience
seating area is a no smoking
zone. Please be considerate of

your fellow audience members
and smoke only around the perimeter or camping areas.
• SOLICITING, demonstrations,
and unauthorized concessions No ticket holder is authorized to
sell merchandise or carry on any
commercial enterprise at the
festival without a concessionaire’s permit. No ticket holder is
authorized to distribute or post
literature, leaflets, flyers, circulate
petitions, picket or carry signs, or
set up booths or tables without
the express written permission
of the Board of Directors of the
California Bluegrass Association.
• THE WATER DITCH - The
ditch that runs throughout the
festival grounds is a part of the
fresh water system for the town of
Grass Valley. You may not wade
in it, drink from it, wash in it, or
throw trash in it.
• VIDEO RECORDING - You
may not take video of artists’ stage
performances unless specifically
allowed and permission is
indicated by a sign displayed near
the stage stating that video recording is permitted. This permission
applies only to the artist on stage at
the time the sign is displayed.
• AUDIO RECORDING Recording direcly through the
sound system or the CBA’s feed is
prohibited without prior written
consent from the CBA Board of
Directors.
• CONSERVE WATER AND
ELECTRICITY - Campers and
RVs may draw electrical power
only from designated outlets.
Water faucets and connections are
scarce and should be shared.
• GENERATOR USE - If you
must run a generator on your RV
to charge your battery or for any
other reason, please keep the time
minimal. Do not use your generator
after 10 pm or before 8 am.
The California Bluegrass Association
reserves the right to deny admission
to anyone, and/or to have anyone
removed from the fairgrounds.

For more information:

Please visit our festival website:

www.fathersdayfestival.com
or the CBA website:

www.cbaweb.org

for information about our association and the events we produce
throughout the year. You can also
request a sample copy of our monthly
newspaper, Bluegrass Breakdown, at
our Membership Booth.

Welcome! Please enjoy the copy of the cba’s monthly paper, the Bluegrass Breakdown, inserted in this program

Handicap Taxi at Grass Valley
SERVICE FOR THE HANDICAPPED AT FDF 2017

At this year’s Father’s Day Bluegrass Festival, Mike Martin
will be coordinator for a service helpful to attendees who
require help getting around. A golf cart has been donated to
pick up and return handicap members to and from the stage
area. To schedule a pick up call Mike Martin at 707-333-5784
or ask anybody with a radio to call for handicap taxi. Thank
you, in advance, to his volunteer crew.
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Your 2017 CBA Father’s Day Festival artists
																

CBA’s 2017 Emerging Artist

In alphabetical order

Darin & Brooke Aldridge
Husband and wife duo Darin &
Brooke Aldridge draw on the
traditions of their native North
Carolina. The duo has placed at
the top of the charts on Americana
/Roots, SiriusXM, Bluegrass and
Gospel charts. They have received
multiple nominations from the
International Bluegrass Music
Association (IBMA) the Society
for the Preservation of Bluegrass
Music of America (SPBGMA)
and Inspirational Country Music
(ICM). Their music videos
“Wildflower” and “Tennessee Flat
Top Box” are being featured on outlets
including CMT, CMT Edge, GAC,
Bluegrass Ridge TV and The Bluegrass Situation. TV appearances include PBS, Great American Gospel,
The Bluegrass Road, Presley’s Country Jubilee, RFD-TV, Rural-TV,

Daystar Network, Blue Highways
TV, Song of the Mountains, Woodsongs and Music City Roots.
Both highly acclaimed vocalists
in their own right, Darin and
Brooke combine rich harmonies
with impeccable musicianship to
create the unmistakable sound that
has made them one of the hottest young acts in acoustic music
and they’ve surrounded themselves
with a band of equally amazing
pickers. Darin spent 6 years as a
member of the acclaimed County
Gentleman and is a highly sought
-after multi-instrumentalist.
Carley Arrowood: Fiddle-Vocals
20 year old Carley, from UnionMills, NC, previously played in the
teen group Most Wanted Bluegrass for almost 4 years and was a
member of the IBMA Kids on

Bluegrass program for three years.
Carley also plays and sings lead and
harmony in the newly formed group,
The Arrowood Sisters Band.
Allen Shadd: Guitar
Originally from Florida, he
grew up traveling with various
bands, eventually turning his attention to contests. Allen is a two-time
National Flatpicking champion
(1997 & 2013) and he is a twotime Wayne Henderson guitar
competition champion, as well as
Merlefest champion, Rockygrass
champion and holds many other
state and regional titles. Although
he has excelled in his contest
endeavors, he is equally at home
performing workshops and concerts.
Allen lives in Lake Wyle, SC.
Matt Menefee: Banjo, Dobro
Matt Menefee is widely thought

Darin & Brooke Aldridge
of as one of the hottest banjo players Billy Gee: Bass
on the scene today. Originally from
Billy, from La Plata, MD, now
New Mexico, he first got his start lives in Moravian Falls, NC. He
after moving to Texas and was one toured with Donnie Story before
of the founding members of the joining Backstreet in 2002. In 2004
ground breaking progressive blue- he became the last bass player for
grass super-group, Cadillac Sky international bluegrass legend,
(2002 until 2010). He currently Charlie Waller and the Country
is involved in several different proj- Gentleman. When Charlie passed
ects Highlights: In 2000 he won the away Billy and Darin Aldridge
National Banjo Championship and became founding members of the
the Texas State Banjo Championship. Circuit Riders.

Thursday only on Pioneer Stage

The Barefoot Movement
BRING YOUR PET TO THE FESTIVAL
BUT PLEASE READ THESE GUIDELINES FIRST

CBA Summer Music Camp & FDF 2017
1. Owners must have proof of all required and up-to-date
vaccinations, and dogs must have ID tags on their collars.
2. When you bring your dog to the festival, you accept liability for
injury or property damage caused by your dog and you will be
responsible for all cost of repairs, fines or levies. The California
Bluegrass Association maintains no liability for any actions of
the dog or its owners.
3. When you walk your dog, he must be on a short (not to exceed
six (6) feet) leash.
4. Dogs must be confined to a pen or a RV or on a short leash while
in camp. No free ranging tethers are allowed.
5. Sorry, but we’ll have to ask you to remove your dog from the
grounds if he becomes a nuisance. Being a nuisance includes
continually barking (for a single time or multiple short intervals) or disturbing festival goers in any manner. This will be
strenuously enforced.
6. Please don’t leave your dog alone for longer than 45 minutes to
an hour.
7. Keep supplies handy and clean up after your dog. It’s good
manners. You don’t want to ruin someone else’s good time.
8. The main camping area is where dogs reside. No dogs allowed in
Tent Only area *(near Gate 4) However, if you have a dog and a
tent, you can camp in an area that is not Tent Only.
9. During Music Camp and the Festival, dogs must stay outside of
the fenced area that is near the stages and vendors.
10. Please keep your dog out of and away from the water ditch and
the lake.
11. SERVICE ANIMALS: Only trained service animals or contracted
animal acts are allowed on the inner Fairgrounds. Under current
disability regulations “emotional support animals” are not allowed
as they are not specifically trained to perform a task in support of a
person with a disability. The California Bluegrass Association
will follow the Nevada County Fairground policy for pets in the
“inner” (Music Camp/audience/concession area) Fairgrounds. Only
SERVICE animals will be allowed within the inner Fairgrounds
during the CBA events June 11 - June 18, 2017. Dogs should be
indentified by vests.
* “Tent only” is defined as the area bordered by Mccortney Rd.
Gate 4, Gate 3, Entrance Rd, and the Water Ditch.

Heartfelt, energetic, and down home. Heralded
by CMT Edge as “one of the most promising bands on
the bluegrass scene,” the music of the Nashville based
group The Barefoot Movement is as down to earth as
their intention for members of their audience: sit back,
relax, take your shoes off, and stay a while. All the
worries and frustrations of the world melt away as the
charming four-piece acoustic band takes listeners back
to a simpler place and time. Whether you’re seeking
emotional ballads or rip-roaring barn-burners, you
can expect a collection of music that offers something
for everyone. With two full length albums, several
cross-country tours, and appearances at some of the
top bluegrass festivals in the United States already
under their belt, the possibilities are endless. The
The Barefoot Movement
group has enjoyed almost non-stop touring including
a trip to Burkina Faso, Africa where they were guests
of the American Embassy. Debuting in September, 2014, their third release, “The High Road EP” showcases
traditional material that has consistently been among the crowd favorites at their live performances.
Crowding around a single microphone, their show is as fun to watch as it is to hear, and often begs the
question, how has no one lost an eye from a collision with the fiddle bow? The smiles on the faces of the band are
obvious displays of the joy and excitement they feel when performing and the audience shares in the fun. With
effortlessly executed transitions, the pacing between the softer and more vigorous numbers constantly has fans
on the edge of their seats.
Band members are: Noah Wall - Vocals, Fiddle; Tommy Norris – Mandolin; Alex Conerly - Guitar, Vocals;
Katie Blomarz - Bass, Vocals.

WE’RE
		

GONNA DO IT AGAIN! : Festival Senior Seating

byTim Edes
Like last year, the “Land Rush” to place seats at the Father’s Day Festival is going to take
on a little different twist. It appears to a lot of us that work the festival that the seniors seem to
be getting left behind, especially when it comes to placing their chairs. I see it every year while
overseeing the “Land Rush”.
There are not a lot of our long time members that can get in line at 2:00 am in the morning
and wait for 5 hours. And, after all…why should they? They have paid their dues.they have been
dedicated and faithful to the California Bluegrass Association, and they deserve to get a break.
So this year, paid up current members, 70 years old and older are going to get a head start
on all those “youngsters”.
All you have to do is check in at headquarters before Thursday, June 14 show proof of
membership/age (we can look up your membership number if you forget your card), and get
a special wristband. Then, on Thursday morning line up at the old Maintenance Building
gate, and we will let you in before the general population is allowed to place their chairs……
two chairs per member.
One more thing…no fighting! Please get along.
Husbands…please listen to the Mrs...it works better that way!
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TONY TRISCHKA’S SIGNATURE MODELS
GOLDEN CLIPPER & SILVER CLIPPER

“I knew I wanted a radiused fingerboard. Having tried Noam
Pikelny’s banjo with 24 frets (an extra two frets coming out
over the fingerboard), I requested the same.
al
I had always
desired a resonator made of quilted maple... and
with the addition of gold plating, a beautifully engraved black
nickel stretcher band, Pāua Shell abalone binding on the neck
and resonator, spectacular art nouveau inlays made of
DichroLam... my dream banjo has now became a reality.”

- Tony Trischka

FIND OUT MORE
deeringbanjos.com/trischka
or contact us at info@deeringbanjos.com or (800) 845-7791

June 2017
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Thursday only on Pioneer Stage

The Blue J’s		

The Blue J’s
The Blue J’s are an exciting band of young men from
Northern CA playing Bluegrass music with energy. The Blue J’s
call the San Francisco Bay Area home. Their style is hard driving
bluegrass. Band members are Josh Gooding- Mandolin/
vocals; Jesse Personeni- banjo/vocals; Jake Gooding- bass;
John Gooding- guitar/vocals.
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CBA’s California Showcase Act

The Brombies

For over two decades, The Brombies have
entertained enthusiastic audiences with the
insightful song writing and singing of Jo
Ellen & George Doering and the extraordinary
instrumental skills of the entire band. The band
also excels on vocal harmonies. Jo Ellen &
George have performed their original songs at
the IBMA Songwriters Showcase five times and
at Merlefest where FIVE of their songs were
finalists in the Bluegrass and Gospel categories of
the Songwriters Showcase. While performing
at Grass Valley a few years back, Rhonda
Vincent was backstage and heard one of their
songs, “Anywhere Is Home When You’re With
Me”; she then included it on one of her CD’s,
“Destination Life.”
The band members are: Jo Ellen Doering on
vocals, George Doering on vocals & mandolin,
Patrick Sauber on banjo & vocals, Keith Rosier on bass
and John Plotnik on guitar & vocals. Many of you
will recognize the banjo player, Patrick, as he’s played
Grass Valley many times with lots of different folks.
You’ve probably seen him with Laurie Lewis, Peter
Rowan, and many others. While living in Los Angeles,
all of the band members are very busy playing, and or
singing, in different recording situations such as: TV

The Brombies
scoring, motion picture scores, record sessions, local
venues like Knotts Berry Farm & Disneyland (where
Steve Martin first started out playing). The primary
goal of The Brombies is to present their original
songs and to lift the spirits of their audience
for the short time they’re there and to keep that feeling
going after they leave the show. I think you’ll find that
they succeed in their goal.

CBA’s California Showcase Act

Burning Heart Bluegrass Becky Buller Band
Burning Heart Bluegrass had
its beginning in a chance meeting of
Jeff Fleck, Keith Chagnon, and Dan
Sankey at the Great 48 Jam in Bakersfield, California in 2014. Although they
had known each other for years, at the
time they were all members of different
Bluegrass bands in Southern California.
That particular afternoon things just
seemed to click, and that elusive prey
known as the Bluegrass groove was
captured over and over again. Pretty
much simultaneously, Jeff, Keith, and
Dan came to the conclusion that this
was not a jam session, but rather a new
band in the making. After a few more
get togethers, Ron Vance, who had
played bass with Jeff in Second Wind
Bluegrass, signed on. Later, with the
addition of talented fiddle player Steve
Rosenstein, Burning Heart Bluegrass
was fully formed and ready to go.
The band established home base at
the Beverly Hills Farmers Market where
they tried out new arrangements and
tightened up their driving rhythmic

style. Initially, the band performed at
bars, restaurants, and pizza joints in
and around Southern California, but
soon it was appearing at some of LA’s
better acoustic venues, including Cody
Bryant’s Viva Cantina, the Grand ‘Ole
Echo, Bob Stane’s Coffee Gallery Backstage, and The Living Tradition Concert
Series. During this first year the band
also found time to appear at three Bluegrass Festivals — Calico Ghost Town,
Route 66, and Logandale.
Since the February 2016 release of
its first CD, Burning Heart Bluegrass has
been a busy band. Besides appearances
at acoustic venues in its home turf of
Southern California, including The
Coffee Gallery Backstage, Boulevard
Music, and the Fret House, the band
appeared in eight major Bluegrass
festivals in California and Arizona. In
August, BHB shared the stage of the
Ford Amphitheatre in Hollywood CA
with the Claire Lynch Band at “Bluegrass at the Ford,” and it is currently at
work on its next CD.

Burning Heart Bluegrass

Becky Buller is the first person in the 27year history of the International Bluegrass
Music (IBMA) awards to ever win in both
an instrumental and vocal category. In fact,
this fiery-haired fiddling St. James, Minn.,
native has garnered FIVE IBMA awards in
the last two years: the 2016 Fiddler and
Female Vocalist along with 2015 Songwriter,
Emerging Artist and Recorded Event Of
The Year for her version of Bill Monroe’s
“Southern Flavor”. After graduating from
East Tennessee State University in 2001,
Becky spent ten years on the road with
Valerie Smith & Liberty Pike and two
years with Darin & Brooke Aldridge.
Visit Becky online at: http://BeckyBuller.com.

Ned Luberecki
Ned is a bluegrass legend. He was a
member of Paul Adkins & The Borderline
Band, The Rarely Herd and, most recently,
Chris Jones & The Night Drivers for over a
decade. Since the early 1980s, Ned has been
keeping a busy schedule of private lessons,
along with workshops and camps in the U.S.,
Canada, U.K. and Europe. For several years
now, Ned has also been the voice of the IBMA
awards show. He and his Bluegrass Junction
compatriots were honored with a 2016 IBMA
Distinguished Achievement award. Visit Ned
online at http://nedski.com.
Dan Boner
Bluegrass music has taken the Bridgeton,
N.J., native all over the world, performing in
such noteworthy venues as St. Peter’s Basilica,
NATO Headquarters, The Grand Ole Opry
and The White House. In 2004 he began a
recording and performance collaboration with
renowned rokyoku shamisen virtuoso Takeharu
Kunimoto which found Dan on tour in Japan
several times. Dan’s music can be heard on
dozens of bluegrass recordings. He is about
to be part of the Leadership Bluegrass class
of 2016. Visit Dan online at http://dansmusiconline.com.

Becky Buller Band
Nate Lee
Nate Lee is an IBMA award-winning instrumentalist and renowned teacher of private
lessons and music camps. While attending the
Bluegrass & Country Music Program at South
Plains College, Nate joined the Alan Munde
Gazette. He toured with the band for six
years and played fiddle on their second release
“Made To Last”. After moving to Nashville in
2012, Nate toured with Irene Kelley, Town
Mountain, and the Jim Hurst Trio. With more
than thirteen years’ experience as a teacher
and workshop instructor, Nate has gained
a loyal following of students who enjoy his
comprehensive teaching methods and relaxed,
encouraging demeanor. http://thenatelee.com.
Daniel Hardin
By day, Daniel Hardin is a master machine
operator and fire fighter at the Jack Daniels
Distillery in Lynchburg, Tenn. By night,
he is the best bass player and tenor singer you’ve probably never heard of. Daniel performed professionally with Valerie
Smith & Liberty Pike. He also did a stint
with the Nashville-based band Cages Bend.
Daniel’s high harmony and low four can be
heard on the albums Now I’m Lonely by Cages
Bend, Valerie’s No Summer Storm and, most
recently, Becky’s The Christmas 45, vol. 1. You
can catch him on Facebook!
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CBA’s California Showcase Act

The Freight Hoppers

The Crooked Jades
The Crooked Jades have been enthusiastically
celebrating their 20th anniversary. “We are so excited
to be a California Showcase Band again and share
our passion for this music with the Father’s Day
Festival 2017. Also we are super excited to be
reunited with our amazing bass player Megan Adie.
Megan has been an integral part of the Crooked
Jades evolution: toured and recorded with the Jades
for several years and who played on several albums
including her iconic bass playing on Worlds on Fire
(Arco). This will be a reunion of sorts slash further
Celebration of our 20 plus years in the biz!”
The band has recorded 8 critically-acclaimed
CDs, including “World’s on Fire”—an album of
all-original music chosen by Sean Penn to be part
of the soundtrack of his Oscar-nominated 2007
film “Into The Wild,” two albums co-produced by
alt-country’s Richard Buckner, “Seven Sisters” the
soundtrack to an award-winning PBS documentary,
and was a featured artist on KQED arts program
SPARK. Two of the band members are also founders
of the San Francisco Bluegrass & Old-Time Festival
which ran annually for 14 years.
The Crooked Jades are on a mission to reimagine old-time music for a modern age, pushing
boundaries and blurring categories with their fiery,
soulful performances. Innovative, unpredictable
and passionate, they bring their driving dance
tunes and haunting ballads to rock clubs, festivals,
traditional folk venues and concert halls across
America and Europe.
Known for their rare and obscure repertoire,
beautiful original compositions, inspired arrangements and eclectic, often vintage instrumentation,
The Crooked Jades began with band leader/founder
Jeff Kazor’s vision to revive the dark and hypnotic
sounds of pre-radio music. With this old-time foun-

dation, the band has created the unique Crooked
Jades sound by exploring the roots of Americana
and interweaving the diverse musical influences of
Europe and Africa. Filtering these old-world sounds
with universal and ancient themes through a post9/11 lens, they seek to make sense of the future.
A collective of West Coast pickers with equal
parts attitude and respect, led by Kazor, the band
performs with a thrilling energy that has audiences
on their feet dancing and critics comparing them to
everyone from The New Lost City Ramblers and The
Pogues to Gillian Welch, Nick Cave and Tom Waits.
The current lineup of the Crooked Jades:
Jeff Kazor (vocals/guitar/ukulele), Lisa Berman
(vocals/slide guitar/banjo/harmonium), Erik Pearson
(vocals/banjos/ukulele/harmonium/ slide guitar),
and Emily Mann (vocals/fiddle) with Megan Adie
(vocals/bass).
MORE AT WWW.CROOKEDJADES.COM

The Crooked Jades
Not pictured: Megan Adie (vocals/bass)

Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
With nearly 40 albums to their credit,
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver have multiple
Grammy, Dove, ICM, IBMA and SPBGMA
Award nominations, and are 7-time winners
of IBMA’s Vocal Group of the Year. Lawson
is reigning SPBGMA Mandolin Player of
the Year, and Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
are the reigning Inspirational Country
Music Association (ICM) Vocal Group of
the Year, crowned in October 2012 at Nashville’s Schermerhorn Symphony Center, on
the heels of Lawson’s induction into the
International Bluegrass Music Hall of Fame
at the Ryman Auditorium on September
27, 2012.
Doyle Lawson - As far back as he can
remember he loved the sound of music. Just
about everyone listened to The Grand Ole
Opry, and our family was no exception.
Though he listened to all the stars on the
Opry, the group that impressed him most
was Bill Monroe and His Blue Grass Boys.
His music was different. High lonesome is
the term we used for it. Doyle could hardly wait for Saturday nights to arrive so he
could listen. He decided early on that he
wanted to play that kind of music.
Doyle has been hosting the Doyle
Lawson & Quicksilver festival in Denton, NC for more than twenty-five
years. The gospel music that the band
records and performs on stage has always been important to him. Doyle
Lawson & Quicksilver have made many
more gospel recordings than secular ones.
Josh Swift - Josh was born on September
25, 1986 to Randy and Rhonda Swift. He

started playing drums when he was 2 years
old and eventually started traveling with his
family on the Southern Gospel circuit.
When he was 16, Josh was playing a
session when he saw a dobro for the first
time. About a year later, Gibson Guitars
gave him his first dobro.
At 19, Josh was filling in with some
friends in Gatlinburg, TN when Doyle
Lawson rounded the street corner and
listened for nearly a half hour. Little
did he know that he would soon be invited to jam with DLQ and that that
jam turned out to be a showcase at
IBMA. Josh plays a multitude of
instruments…dobro, lap steel, acoustic
guitar, electric guitar, bass, mandolin, banjo, drums, and piano. 		
Joe Dean - Joe Dean was born on July
18, 1989. His parents soon realized he had
an interest in music when Joe saw The Eagles
perform on television, Joe told his parents
he wanted to be just like Don Henley and
play in front of people and write songs. He
received a guitar for his 5th birthday and
from there learned to play mountain
dulcimer, mandolin, and finally banjo by
age 12. Joe spent his teen years playing at
local bluegrass festivals in and around the
St. Louis area.
In April 2012 Joe was asked to be part
of Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver. Along
with being a multi-instrumentalist and vocalist, Joe has been developing his craft as a
songwriter over the last couple years penning songs with Mike Rogers, Tom Botkin,
Kevin Denney, and Walt Gabbard.
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The Freight Hoppers
The Freight Hoppers are a four-piece string band presenting
hard-driving Old Time music with an emotional, raw excitement
that keeps one foot planted in the past and the other in the
present. Of course that’s only when they keep their feet still!
The band started presenting their energetic take on fiddle
band music four times a day, seven days a week at the Great
Smoky Mountains Railway shortly after forming in 1992.
Their repertoire includes music that was first recorded in the
late 1920’s and early 1930’s and spans geographically from
Mississippi to West Virginia.
The heart of the band is the fiddle and clawhammer
banjo combo of Merritt Smith and Frank Lee, while the rhythm
section of Allie Burbrink on guitar and Andy Smith on
string bass hold down the ensemble. Based out of the Smoky
Mountains of North Carolina, The Freight Hoppers draw from
a deep source of rural southern music for their inspiration,
and they are proud to present this music that is still
meaningful today.
The Freight Hoppers are Merrit Smith - fiddle, vocals;
Frank Lee- banjo, bottleneck guitar, string bass, vocals; Allie
Burbrink - guitar, vocals; Andrea Smith - string bass,
banjo, vocals

Dustin Pyrtle - Born into a musically
talented family, Dustin took interest in
music at age 8. His dad taught him to play
the guitar. It wasn’t until around age 10
that his family noticed he loved to sing and
was pretty good at it! With the help of his
uncle, Randy Pyrtle, and family friend,
Kent Smith, Dustin learned to play upright
bass. This was the instrument he played
with bands such as the Josh Williams Band.
Eli Johnston - Eli started playing
and writing music at the age of 15,
when his Grandpa gave him his first guitar. Soon he began playing bass and
banjo, and tagged along with his Dad to
many bluegrass events in the area. In the
last few years, Eli has been performing
with Midnight Flight, Monroeville and
Firewater Junction, and in Gatlinburg, TN.

Eli is more than excited to start a new
chapter in his career with Doyle Lawson &
Quicksilver. He says, “I’ve never had the
opportunity to play with this caliber of players
and singers. Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
is a well-oiled machine and I’m honored to
be part of the group!”
Stephen Burwell - Stephen was born in
Angleton, TX on March 5, 1994. His family lives in Maple Valley, WA, but he relocated to North Carolina in early September
2014, to pursue a career in bluegrass.
His violin playing started at age 8, when
he began group lessons at his church. A bit
later, he wanted to get into the quicker,
happier side of the fiddle, he studied with
Pete Martin for five years. Stephen counts
Stuart Duncan and Aubrey Haney as early
influences.

Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver
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CBA’s California Showcase Act

Matt & George
and Their Pleasant Valley Boys

Kids On Bluegrass

Although deeply rooted in tradition, Matt
and George & Their Pleasant Valley Boys look
to the future of bluegrass music with enthusiasm
and anticipation.
The band recently released “It’s Opry Time!”
on Pleasant Valley Records, which has earned
accolades and garnered attention from notables
in the industry. They perform frequently all
over Northern California, often invited for
return engagements.
Mandolinist Matt Dudman is something of
an authority on bluegrass music of the late 1940s,
having collected, studied, given workshops, and
contributed to various scholarly publications Matt & George and Their Pleasant Valley Boys
on the subject. He has appeared across the
Valley Boys include decade-long original members
country at the IBMA ‘Fan Fest’ in Kentucky and on
Louisiana’s Abita Opry and has even taken Jenny Lynn on guitar, Fiddlin’ Jim Allison and
bluegrass abroad to Vietnam and France. As for Mark “Cousin Rainwater” Eagleton on bass. Each
banjoist George Goodell, he too has been rewarded member has extensive experience, in addition to
as a top hired gun for live and studio work in nearly a decade together, all as original members
Northern California. Together Matt & George of this band.
Matt and George & Their Pleasant Valley Boys
have performed on ABC Television, at the
International Bluegrass Music Museum’s ROMP play powerful, unadorned, and intense traditional
festival in Kentucky and at the California bluegrass. There is no hybrid or genre-bending
Bluegrass Association’s Father’s Day Festival, music here. Gathering fans at each event, they
look forward with renewed energy as they bring
among many other venues.
In addition to Matt and George, the Pleasant their unique sound to audiences near and far.

Mipso

The renegade traditionalists of Mipso--Jacob Sharp on
Mandolin, Joseph Terrell on guitar, Libby Rodenbough on
fiddle, and Wood Robinson on double bass--are doing their
part to take four-part harmony and Appalachian influences into
new territory.
The four members of Mipso have wandered off the path
blazed by Earl Scruggs and Doc Watson to find a new clearing
for their southern string band sound.
Over the years the group has claimed various origins of the word
“Mipso.” In 2013 guitarist Joseph Terrell stated that the members “
just came up with it.” In 2013 then bassist Wood Robinson claimed that the name referred to a now defunct Japanese
appliance manufacturer, crediting Jacob Sharp’s thesis research
into post-war Japan with unearthing a reference to the company.
Sharp confirmed this version of the story in an interview with
Bluegrass Today. In a September 2015 interview with Raleigh’s
News & Observer, however, Terrell revealed a new origin story,
claiming to want to dispel previous rumors. “There’s a phrase
in Japan,” he explains, “it means something familiar, but there’s
something a little bit off. And it roughly translates, or at least we
were told, to ‘a little pee in the miso.’ And so we put a little P in
the miso: Mipso.”

Mipso
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For the 25th year in a row the Kids on Bluegrass will be
performing once again on the main stage at the Fathers Day
Festival in Grass Valley on Friday at 4:55PM and on Saturday at
4:55 PM. Under the direction of Frank Solivan and his staff, The
Kids on Bluegrass (KOB) have provided some great entertainment
over the years and promises to do so again this year!
Over the years, we have watched many of these kids grow up
into world class performers that we are all proud of. There is no
doubt in my mind that the time spent in the Kids on Bluegrass
program is very instrumental in kids developing not only their
musicianship but their self confidence and self esteem. Today,
because of this program, we can watch future bluegrass stars in
the making, more kids that may someday grace our stages as
professional performers.
You are also welcome to stop by the rehearsal area in the tent
area to watch how we put this show together. Rehearsals begin on
Thursday morning at10:00 am and continues until the last show
on Saturday. If you have a child that might like to participate please
bring them to meet with Frank Solivan. Please join us for the Kids
On Bluegrass!
KOB play twice at our festival: Friday and Saturday at 4:55p

Molsky’s Mountain Drifters

Molsky’s Mountain Drifters
Tradition steeped in possibility.
Bruce Molsky, “one of America’s
premier fiddling talents” (Mother Jones) and Grammy-nominated artist on fiddle, banjo, guitar
and song is delighted to present
his new group already on tour
in the US. Bruce’s previous
collaborations, with Anonymous
4, 1865 – Songs of Hope and
Home from the American
Civil War, was released to rave
reviews and was on the top 10
Billboard charts for weeks. He is
also a special guest on legendary
guitarist Mark Knopfler’s latest
CD, Tracker and is working
on his 3rd album with Andy
Irvine & Donal Lunny’s supergroup Mozaik. You can also hear

Bruce on BBC TV Transatlantic
Sessions singing with Joan
Osborne, Julie Fowlis and fiddling
with Scottish legend Aly Bain
and America’s great dobroist Jerry
Douglas. Bruce is also Berklee
College of Music’s Visiting
Scholar in the American Roots
Program.
Allison de Groot combines
wide-ranging virtuosity and
passion for old-time music. With
her own bands The Goodbye
Girls and Oh My Darling, she
has played Trafalgar Square in
London, Newport Folk Festival,
Stockholm Folk Festival, the
Winnipeg Folk Festival, and
Tønder Festival in Denmark.
Like Bruce, Allison loves collab-

orating and bringing new ideas
to old music, and brings a fresh
approach to the trio.
Boston-based Stash Wyslouch is one of bluegrass’s great
young genre-bending pioneers.
He got his start as a guitarist in metal bands before immersing himself in roots music
as a member of The Deadly
Gentlemen. Stash is a veteran
festival performer, having played
at Grey Fox Bluegrass Festival,
Rockygrass, Merlefest, Savannah
Music Festival and others.
Coming over from the punkmetal world, Stash brings great
sensitivity and real emotion to
the trio, plus some superb guitar
and vocal chops.
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& the Rocky Top X-Press
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The Piedmont Melody Makers
The Piedmont Melody Makers play old-time, country and bluegrass music
and make no apologies for it. They take their name from the Piedmont region
of eastern North Carolina, where three-quarters of the band now reside. Onequarter of the band is a known vagabond.
Do you remember Charlie Poole? Well, the Piedmont Melody Makers come
from the same musical tree, but none of the Melody Makers–let’s just call ‘em
the Melody Makers–have yet dumped all of their creative musical energies into a
whiskey bottle.
The band features Alice Gerrard and Chris Brashear, and they both sing pretty
well; the lonesome, country vocal swoops of handsome heartthrob Cliff Hale; and the
unmistakable North Carolinian drawl of Jim Watson.

Bobby Osborne & the Rocky Top X-Press
Bobby Osborne’s story is that of the
Country Music business from the last half
of the 20th century right up to the new
millennia. Bobby started singing in radio
stations and in less than 15 years, made
it to The Grand Ole Opry, a member
since 1964. He’s also a member of The
Kentucky Music Hall Of Fame. He and
Sonny were voted CMA Vocal Group Of
The Year in 1974. Bobby’s started recording
in radio stations as a teenager, and ended up
recording some of the most classic recordings
ever made in Bradley’s Barn, and The
Quanset Hut.
Bobby’s also owned his own recording
studio, and owns a studio on his farm now.
Bobby started out loving Ernest Tubb,
and ended up on the same label, (Decca Records which became MCA), with
Tubb and Monroe. The recordings made
with legendary producer, and Country
Music Hall Of Famer, Owen Bradley; are
some of the finest records ever made in
Nashville. The finest songs, written by the
best writers; the best musicians, Nashville’s
fabled “A-Team” including Pig Robbins,
Grady Martin, and Hal Rugg; the finest
engineers; all combined to make records
that will live forever. Among those songs
was a song that was officially released,
December 25th, 1967 that has since gone
on to be one of the most famous songs ever
recorded in the history of Country and

BlueGrass Music: Rocky Top. Rocky Top
has acquired legendary status. Penned by
Country Music Hall Of Fame, and Songwriter’s Hall Of Fame members Boudlueux & Felice Bryant, Bobby’s version has
become an official state song of the State
Of Tennessee. It’s played all over the world.
Rocky Top has become the new “Wabash
Cannonball”, on The Opry. Opry if the get
to see Bobby Osborne sing “Rocky Top”.
Yes, he has indeed “seen it all.”
- Glen Duncan
Joe Miller: Guitar
Joe is the newest member of the Rocky
Top X-Press. Originally from Maryland,
has played with many groups, both bluegrass and country. Joe plays guitar for the
Rocky Top X-Press and provides a solid
rhythm section

The Piedmont Melody Makers

CBA’s California Showcase Act

David Thom

and Vintage Grass

Bobby Osborne Jr. (Boj): Bass
Bobby (more commonly known
as Boj) has been with the group since
December 2003.. He started out playing
guitar and switched to the bass. He also sings
various parts in the vocal trio as well. Boj
has engineered and co-produced Bobby’s
previous CD, Memories as wel,l as his
latest CD New Bluegrass & Old Heartaches. Boj has a solo CD entitled “In
the Tradition.”
Buddy Griffin plays fiddle for Rocky Top
X-Press.

Sawmill Road Reunion

Sawmill Road Reunion
The original members of Sawmill Road are gathering for a reunion!
The vocal harmonies were unmistakable, the musicianship was first-class, the
music was exciting and their fans never stopped talking about this band of
seasoned and award-winning pros. For a brief moment, it’s all happening
again. This will be fun. Sawmill Road is…Bruce Johnson – fiddle,
Dick Brown – banjo, Mark Miracle – mandolin, Charlie Edsall – guitar,
Steve Spurgin – bass.

David Thom and Vintage Grass
David Thom, mainstay of the
California Bluegrass scene for the last “20
some-odd years,” brings his aggressive
and traditionally accurate take on Bluegrass to bear on all his musical projects.
He is currently a founding member of the
Grateful Bluegrass Boys and a frequent
collaborator with Kentucky-based, singer
mandolin player Don Rigsby, two-time
winner of the SPBGMA Traditional Male
Vocalist of the Year award. He burst on to
the stage with the David Thom Band in
the mid-90s and was initially dismissed
by many because he rebelliously sported
a massive bundle of dreadlocks. Quickly
though, the David Thom Band was
appearing at every major festival in the
area and quite a few across the country.
The ensuing years saw a parade of
California Bluegrass paragons (Butch
Waller, Ed Neff, and Paul Shelasky,
to name a few) join the DTB for a
while and elevate the music with their
own unique influences. One of the
hardest-working bands in the state, The
David Thom Band has played just about
every venue, winery, back yard and dive

bar imaginable.
Vintage Grass is an outgrowth of
The DTB. A much more portable trio,
featuring David on Guitar and Mandolin,
Andy Shaw, long-time banjo player for
the DTB getting an opportunity to flex
his guitar muscles from time to time and
Jeff King, the stalwart DTB bassist also
notable for his work with Ed Neff in
Blue and Lonesome. The trio has honed
their harmony singing to a fine edge and
many thrill to the pure high lonesome
power that comes through in all their
vocal performances. David Thom and
Vintage Grass is a much more egalitarian
arrangement than it might seem. Leads
are shared evenly among the three and
band directions have widened to include
folk and 70s/80s rock classics from
Garfunkel to Glen Frey. Fiddle icon, Paul
Shelasky joins the band whenever possible
to further establish the band’s claim on the
traditional bluegrass mantle.
Rhythmically tight and musically
fluid, there are few trios that can command
an audience’s attention like David Thom
and Vintage Grass.
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Tony Trischka Territory

Tony Trischka
Territory

SQUARE DANCE!! at the Whitney Pavilion

more solo album in 1976, Banjoland, he went on
to become musical leader for the Broadway show The
Robber Bridegroom. Trischka toured with the show in
1978, the year he also played with the Monroe Doctrine.
In December of 2012, Tony was awarded the
United States Artists Friends Fellow in recognition of
the excellence of his work.
Chad Manning - One evening I walked in on
a bluegrass jam session at the Top Hat Saloon. After
jamming for a couple hours with the locals, the house
band, Pinegrass, invited me to play on stage with them
later that night.. This was the night I was first bitten by
the bluegrass bug.
Chad soon moved to San Francisco and played
several nights each week with Irish singer songwriter
Bob Bradshaw as well as local jug-band Jimbo Trout
and the Fishpeople. He soon became a member of
the Scott Nygaard Trio and then eventually joined
bluegrass band Due West alongside Jim Nunally, Bill
Evans, Erik Thomas and Cindy Browne.
In the summer of 2002 Bill Evans and Jim
Nunall invited him to join them at a rehearsal with
David Grisman. He has been a member of The
David Grisman Bluegrass Experience ever since and the
experience never ceases to be amazing.
In 1999 Chad met Laurie Lewis. For years they
talked about playing in a band together and finally it
happened in 2009. He continues to tour actively with
Laurie Lewis and the Right Hands.
Jody Stecher has been a mainstay in folk music
for decades. His continuing musical explorations have
covered bluegrass, traditional old-time and Indian
classical music. Jody is regarded as one of Americaís
leading traditional folk artists.
Stecher’s guitar stylings have been noted as blues
tinged, banjo influenced and highly inventive. They
are fluid, evolving and subject to flights of fancy.
Over the years, Jody recorded many albums with his
wife and singing partner Kate Brislin.

Evie Ladin calling

The Saubers

From left to right in the photo are: brother/uncle Mike,
Chessie, Tom and Patrick. Joining the Saubers (but not
pictured) will be Keith Little.
Tom Sauber has been playing old-time dance music for
well over 40 years. The music for the Friday and Saturday night
square dances will feature tunes learned by Tom from Ed Lowe
(North Carolina), Earl Collins (Oklahoma), Bob Rodgers
(Tennessee), and Mel Durham (Illinois) - who all brought their
music with them when they migrated to Southern California.

Evie Ladin
Though entrenched in the traditional
cultural arts of Appalachia, her home was
in Northern New Jersey, New York City,
Baltimore – in cities, not mountains. But the
tradition bearers came through these towns,
and stayed in her house. They played in her
living room, and weekends were spent running free at music festivals and house parties.
An electric and entertaining live
performer, balancing performing with hands
on teaching has proven extremely satisfying.
Music is meant to move. Music is to do.

Evie Ladin

And to kick everything off.....
Wednesday night at Vern’s

		

Vern’s Stage

Special performances on the 				

Tony Trischka Territory is a constantly growing
and changing collective of outstanding musicians, lead
of course, by Tony himself. Band members are: Tony
Trischka – banjo; Chad Manning – fiddle; and Jody
Stecher - guitar/mandolin.
Tony Trischka is considered to be perhaps the
most influential banjo player in the roots music world.
For more than 45 years, his stylings have inspired a
whole generation of bluegrass and acoustic musicians
with the many voices he has brought to the instrument.
A native of Syracuse, New York, Trischka’s
interest in banjo was sparked by the Kingston Trio’s
“Charlie and the MTA” in 1963. Two years
later, he joined the Down City Ramblers, where he
remained through 1971. That year, Trischka made
his recording debut on 15 Bluegrass Instrumentals
with the band Country Cooking; at the same
time, he was also a member of America’s premier
sports-rock band Country Granola. In 1973, he
began a three-year stint with Breakfast Special.
Between 1974 and 1975, he recorded two solo
albums, Bluegrass Light and Heartlands. After one
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Music Camp Hosts

Wednesday Night
at Vern’s 2017
8:00-8:35 PM

The Music Camp Volunteers

You’ve seen these guys helping with the classes, moving EZ-ups around, leading
jams and electives, now come hear them pick up a storm. We will have a few select
music camp volunteer bands on stage playing short sets and wowing you with their
musicianship and entertainment. This is not to be missed because occasionally they
will play original music complete with sound effects and props.

8:45-9:30 PM Tony Trischka
Tony Trischka was a United States Artists Friends Fellow
-2012 and an IBMA (International Bluegrass Music Association)
Banjo Player of the Year 2007 awardee, Grammy nominee, and
is considered to be the consummate banjo artist and perhaps the
most influential banjo player in the roots music world. For more
than 45 years, his stylings have inspired a whole generation of
bluegrass and acoustic musicians with the many voices he has
brought to the instrument.
Tony is a native of Syracuse, New York, and has played
with a variety of bands and musicians including the Down City
Ramblers, Country Cooking, America’s premier sports-rock
band Country Granola, Breakfast Special, the Monroe Doctrine,
Peter Rowan, and Skyline. He has provided music for Broadway,

Tony Trischka
live theatre, cinema, and produced music in collaboration with
Steve Martin, Michael Daves, Noam Pikelny, Ramblin’ Jack
Eliot, Steve Martin, Earl Scruggs, Bela Fleck, Tony Rice, Pete
Seeger, Mike Seeger, Bill Evans, Bill Keith and Bruce Molsky….
to name a few.
In Tony’s prolific career it is a little known fact that he even
played with one of our Music Camp directors, Peter Langston
in a legendary 1970s New York City band, “Wretched Refuse,”
which was named from the Emma Lazarus sonnet inscribed on
the Statue of Liberty.
Tony is truly a prodigious musician, entertainer, and
performer with a list of achievements and music too long to list
here. This is a show not to be missed.
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CBA hosts scheduled slow jams
See Slow Jam schedule - page P-16

The Father’s Day Bluegrass Festival Slow Jam is being led by Pete Hicks. It will happen
Thursday- Saturday 3:30-5:00, inside the top gate in front of the gazebo near Vern’s Stage;
look for the signs inside the gated area. We will also gather for more late night picking after
the music on the main stage stops on Friday and Saturday nights. Find that jam near the
check-in station at the entry way of the festival at 11:00PM-1:00AM.
Bring songs you want to sing or play. We will be playing fiddle, gospel, and other popular
jam songs. We will play them slowly at first, then faster after practice. Two or three chord
songs: basic 1,4,5 tunes.
This is a slow jam - mistakes are ok. We are here to learn and have fun. You don’t need
to play a song perfectly. We will spend time discussing jamming techniques and etiquette.
You can sing, take solos, or just strum along – we’ll teach you the chords. If you are not
sure you are ready, bring your instrument and either join the circle or sit in the back. You
can pass on songs if you don’t feel comfortable. We will provide some chairs but it may be
wise to bring one with you. We look forward to picking with you. Let’s have some fun!

Father’s Day Festival
Kid Fest Program
See Kid Fest schedule - page P-16

Once again this year the California Bluegrass Association will host KidFest, a way-fun
children’s program at the 2017 Father’s Day Bluegrass Festival, June 16-19. There will be
tons of crafts, games, sand and water play, lemonade making, face painting and all within
earshot of the incredible bluegrass going on at the Main Stage.
There will be a “Pickin’ Corner” where Jennifer Trowbridge of Trowbridge Music
will offer opportunities for kids to play an instrument and ongoing music fun will be
happening (in between the on stage music).
KidFest is under the direction of Kathleen Rushing who is also Director of the
FunGrass program at CBA Music Camp, June 11-14. Kathleen is a retired Kindergarten/
Music Specialist and is known for her fun Bingo Schmingo Music www.bingoschmingo.com
KidFest will be located in the fenced-in, kid-friendly area behind the CBA t-shirt booth.
Look for signs pointing the way.
Activities are designed for ages 2-12. Parents need to accompany their children as this
is not day care. Tentative times will be from 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM on Thursday, 11:00 3:00 on Friday and Saturday of the Father’s Day Bluegrass Festival.
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Do you have a child who would
like to participate in the Kids on
Bluegrass Program?
By Sharon L Elliott
The Kids on Bluegrass program is a performance based program for kids between
the ages of 4 to 17 who can play a bluegrass instrument and/or sing Bluegrass, Bluegrass Gospel or Oldtime music without parental help. The children must know enough
about their instrument that they can play at least several songs, have good timing, and
are willing to work hard and learn with other kids. This is an exciting program that
started over 25 years ago with some very talented young people who have become very
well known over the years most recently Frank Solivan ll with his band Dirty Kitchen
being nominated for a Grammy Award. His Father, Frank Solivan Sr. has been running
the Kids on Bluegrass program for all these years and many really amazingly talented
kids have come through this incredible program!

The rehearsals for the Kids on Bluegrass program are as follows:
Thursday: 10:00 AM-Noon -- 1:00 PM- 5:00 PM
Friday: 10:00 AM-Noon -- 1:00 PM- 4:00 PM
Friday: 4:55 PM- Kids On Bluegrass Performance-Main Stage
Saturday: 10:00 AM-Noon--1:00 PM-4:00 PM
Saturday: 4:55 PM- Kids on Bluegrass Performance
The KOB rehearsal takes place right on the corner of the road you come into
the camp area after you cross the water ditch. We should have our Kids on Bluegrass
banners up but most people know where we rehearse and we are very easy to find.
Frank usually arrives on Wednesday, so if you are there and want to participate, that is
a good time to come and meet with Frank and play him a little tune so he can gauge
what the ability level is and you will have a bit more time to get to know each other
otherwise just show up at the rehearsal area by 10:00 AM on Thursday morning and
please come prepared to have fun. If you are later than that please just come on over
when you get to the festival. We do NOT teach children to play music but we work
with the kids and create many different bands from the 30 to 50 kids we have and
make sure that all of our kids get stage time to perform. They will learn how to use
the mic, move on and off stage, move around the stage, and other aspects of stage
performance. This is an intensive program and our kids form long and enduring
relationships and not only do they have a great time but many come back year after year!
Frank and I and the rest of our team are looking forward to once again see our
returning Kids on Bluegrass as well as meeting our new Kids on Bluegrass.

SHUBB
CAPOS

Legendary.
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deluxe

capo noir

FineTune

info@shubb.com • www.shubb.com
707-843-4068

CBA’s 2017 IBMA Fundraiser Drawing
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5th String Music Store
3184 N Street
Sacramento, CA

TONY RICE MODEL
DREADNOUGHT GUITAR

CREMONA SB-2 PREMIER STUDENT OUTFIT BASS 3/4
Set-up to MENC Standards at our Cremona
workshop in California, the SB-2 is our top
selling upright bass for more than 15 years.
Correct string height string spacing and neck
relief for accurate finger positions and intonation. Select spruce top and maple back and
sides for strength and durability, lightweight
construction for better tone. Ebony fingerboard for beauty and playability. Nylon gigbag.
Value: $1495.00

SCGC Tony Rice Model. This guitar delivers exactly what the contemporary
flatpicking artist needs: substantial treble and midrange for rapid single-line
lead, clean note separation for definition and the traditional bass boom without the woofy bottom end of some of the venerable Pre-war dreadnoughts.
Master grade Indian Rosewood and old Sitka Spruce give this instrument a
professional presence at an attainable price. Value: $5,150.00.

KENTUCKY KM-756 DELUXE F-MODEL MANDOLIN
Since the very beginning, the name Kentucky has been
considered one of the best-valued, quality brands of mandolins on the market. The KM-756 mandolin has all the same
features one would find on any vintage instrument costing
thousands more. Includes gig bag. Price: $1,374.95

CREMONA SV-75 PREMIER NOVICE FULL
SIZE VIOLIN OUTFIT.
Every Cremona student violin comes with US-made Prelude strings, the educator’s preferred
strings for students. Properly fitted hardwood pegs and quality lightweight composite tailpiece
with four smooth fine tuners for easy tuning. Low profile Kaufman-style chinrest, oiled neck
for better feel and well balanced bow for ease of playing. Correct string height and string
spacing for accurate finger positioning and intonation. Hardwood fittings, hand carved solid
spruce and solid maple body, lightweight construction means quality workmanship. Includes
rosin and case. Value: $179.95

CBA Instrument Drawing Ticket Order Form

Please send me the following tickets for the CBA Fundraiser drawings.
When purchasing multiple tickets, please indicate how many tickets you
want for each instrument.
No. of
Tickets
Purchased

DEERING EAGLE II BANJO
The Eagle II banjo is a whole new breed
of banjo. It features the ground breaking,
patent pending Twenty-Ten Tone Ring
which is a completely original Deering
design that is unlike any other traditional tone ring. It produces a high quality
sound that is versatile for many styles of
playing. While the sound is uniquely Eagle, it represents a refinement in the quality of banjo tone, something that allows
the player to soar to new heights. It is perfect for the player who wants a professional quality banjo that he can use for playing
many styles of music. Played by Winston
Marshall of Mumford & Sons.
Value: $2300.00

No. of
Tickets

Instrument

1 Ticket

$5.00

6 Tickets

$25.00

Martin
HD-28V
SCGCCustom
Tony Rice
ModelGuitar
Guitar
Deering Eagle II Banjo

14 Tickets $50.00

KentuckyMT2
KM-756
Mandolin
Collings
A-Model
Mandolin

21 Tickets $75.00

Cremona SV-1240
SV-75 Violin Outfit

30 Tickets $100.00

Cremona SB-2
SV-3 Upright Bass
GoldTone PBS Resonator Guitar

Please Print:
Name:
Address:
City:

State:

Phone:

Email:

Zip Code:

Send this order form and check payable to the

Send your donation, payable to the California Bluegrass Association (CBA) along with a
California Bluegrass
Association (CBA) along with a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

self-addressed
stamped envelope
Tickets, P.O. Box 1070, Boron, CA 93596
by October 1, 2017 to:
Drawing to be held durng the CBA Fall Campout, October 20, 2012.
Tickets, P.O.Box 1070, Boron, CA 93596
Need not be present to win
Drawing to be held at the CBA Fall Campout in Lodi on
Saturday, October 21, 2017.
Need not be present to win.
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MAIN STAGE
Emcee - Rick Cornish
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9:45-10:00a
10:00-10:50a
11:00-11:50a
12:00-12:50p
12:50-2:55p

Emcee - Mike Tatar
2:55-3:45p
3:55-4:45p
4:55-5:45p
5:50-7:45p

Molsky’s Mountain Drifters
Music Camp All Stars
Tony Trischka Territory
Dinner and Workshops
Emcee - Jenny Williams

7:45-8:35p Darin & Brooke Aldridge
8:45-9:35p The Piedmont Melody Makers
9:45-10:35 Tony Trischka Territory

10:00-10:50a

F
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Opening Comments
The Brombies
The Piedmont Melody Makers
Darin & Brooke Aldridge
Lunch and Workshops

11:00-11:50a
12:00-12:50p
12:50-2:55p

Emcee - Marcos Alvira
Matt & George & Their Pleasant
Valley Boys
Darin & Brooke Aldridge
Molsky’s Mountain Drifters
Lunch and Workshops
Emcee - Lisa Burns

2:55-3:45p
3:55-4:45p
4:45-4:55p
4:55-5:45p
5:45-7:05p

Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
Darin & Brooke Aldridge
Board Introductions
Kids on Bluegrass
Dinner and Workshops
Emcee Eric Rice

7:05-7:55p
8:05-8:55p
9:05-9:55p
10:05-10:55p

W VERN’S STAGE
E 8:00-8:35p The Music Camp Volunteers
All-Stars
D 8:45-9:30p Tony Trischka
S Wednesday Night Festival Kickoff!
12:50-1:25 Blue Mountain
1:35-2:10 Keystone Crossing
2:20-2:55 Shepherd Canyon

5:50-6:25 The Corzines
6:30-7:05 Latimer & Osborn
7:10-7:45 Hook N Line String Band

Vern’s serves beer from the
Sierra Nevada Brewery and wine from the
Guglielmo Winery from 11 AM to 10 PM.

June 2017

BLUEGRASS
PIONEERS STAGE

CBA Music Camp Student
Concert. FDF attendees
welcome to attend!
The Bluegrass Pioneers Stage is located
at the end of the row of food vendors.
4:00p

12:55-1:45 The Blue Js

5:50-6:40 Matt & George & Their Pleasant
Valley Boys
6:50-7:40 The Barefoot Movement

Pioneers Stage Emcees...
Paul Sato and Dave Gooding!

12:50-1:25 Banner Mountain Boys
1:35-2:10 Barwick & Siegfried
2:20-2:55 Bernal Hillbillies

12:55-1:45p The Brombies
1:55-2:45p The Piedmont Melody Makers

5:30-6:05 Acme String Ensemble
6:10-6:45 Redwing
7:50-7:25 Glad to be Here

5:50-6:40p David Thom and Vintage Grass

Molsky’s Mountain Drifters
Becky Buller Band
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
Tony Trischka Territory

SQUARE DANCE!!! Whitney Pavilian
5:45 to 6:55 pm -The Saubers
Evie Laden calling

Emcee - Dave Nielsen
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10:00-10:50a
11:00-11:50a
12:00-12:50p
12:50-2:50p

David Thom and Vintage Grass
Mipso
Sawmill Road Reunion
Lunch and Workshops
Emcee - Suzanne Suwanda

2:55-3:45p Bobby Osborne &
The Rocky Top X-Press
3:55-4:45p Becky Buller Band
4:45-4:55p Lifetime Membership and
Bill and Faye Downs awards
4:55-5:45p Kids On Bluegrass
5:50-7:05p Dinner and Workshops
Emcee - Chuck Poling
7:05-7:55p Bobby Osborne &
The Rocky Top X-Press
8:05-8:55p Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
9:05-9:55p The Freight Hoppers
10:05-10:55p Becky Buller
Emcee - Billy Patrone
10:00-10:50a The Crooked Jades
11:00-11:50a Burning Heart Bluegrass
12:00-12:50p Bobby Osborne &
The Rocky Top X-Press
12:50-1:50p Lunch
Emcee - TBA
2:00-2:50p Mipso
3:00-3:50p The Freight Hoppers

12:45-12:50 Bill and Faye Downs Super
Volunteer Award for 2017
12:50-1:25p The Honeysuckle Possums
1:35-2:10p Lucky Drive
2:15-2:50p Echo Mountain
5:45-6:20p Matthew Songmaker and
the December Bicyclists
6:30-7:05p Milestone

12:55-1:45p The Crooked Jades
1:55-2:45 The Freight Hoppers
3:00-4:00 CBA Youth Academy
end of camp performance
5:50-6:40p Burning Heart Bluegrass
6:45-7:15 Mipso
SQUARE DANCE!!! Whitney Pavilian
5:45 to 6:55 pm -The Saubers
Evie Laden calling

1:00-1:50 Sawmill Road Reunion

12:50-1:25 The Gilly Girls
1:30-2:05 Redwood Rodeo

June 2017
Father’s Day Bluegrass Festival event program
The
Father’s Day Bluegrass
Festival
WORKSHOPS
SEE PAGE
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THURSDAY - 12:50-2:55 PM
• “AUTOHARP, TUNE-UP SESSION & JAMMING TIPS”
ESSENTIALS FOR WORKSHOP: Good condition autoharp, autoharp tuning
wrench, chromatic electronic tuner, heavy flatpick.
RECOMMENDED: Thumbpick and two fingerpicks. Bring a small folding table
if you wish. A hands-on workshop focused on tuning the autoharp and basic
jamming skills.
Presenter: Tina Louise Barr Site: Back Stage. Area B

FRIDAY - 12:50-2:55 PM
• “BANJO SET-UP”
The basic banjo adjustments and how they affect playability and tone.
Presenter: Greg Deering Site: Deering Banjo Display Tent. Area A.
• “AUTOHARP: BLUEGRASS CHORD PROGRESSIONS”

CHORD BARS NEEDED ON AUTOHARP, F, C, G, D, A, E, B7, Am, Em, Bm. Learn basic chord

progressions that work for hundreds of favorite bluegrass songs. Bring an easy songbook
with guitar chord notations and a music stand, if you wish.
Presenter: Tina Louise Barr Site: Back Stage Area. Area B.
• “BASIC BLUEGRASS BANJO BACKUP”
Learn to play backup behind bluegrass vocalists and instrumentalists. Hands-on
workshop-- BRING A BANJO FOR BEST LEARNING. All levels welcome.
Presenters: David Magram & Chip Curry Site: By Stage Right. Area E.
• “SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN FLATFOOT CLOGGING”
Flatfoot clogging is the percussive dance tradition that lights the fire under old-time stringband music. We will learn a few basic steps that get you to dancing to stringband music,
as well as during square dances. No experience needed - just try to wear shoes!
Presenter: Evie Ladin Site: Northern Mines Building. Area F.
FRIDAY - 5:45-7:00 PM
• “BLUEGRASS BANJO VOCABULARY”
Verse yourself using these essentials, and your ear, and you will be well on your way
improvising your picking on all of your classic Bluegrass favorites! Related demos,
handout, Demo’s & Q&A. All levels welcome.
Presenter: David Guarente Site: Old Maintenance Shop. Area D
• MEET THE FIDDLING FILMMAKER
“ROOTS OF AMERICAN FIDDLE TUNES”
I share how I’ve learned to document music history, a research process that
demands both technical and social skills. I tell behind-the-scenes stories about the
people and places I’ve met during my travels around Texas, New England, and the
Midwest.I ask for your input regarding composition and substance when presenting
tune histories. Q&A welcome.
Presenter: Joe Weed Site: Northern Mines Building. Area F.
• “CLASSIC BLUEGRASS FIDDLE SOLOS AND INTROS”
We’ll look at a few songs from Bill Monroe, Flatt & Scruggs and the Stanley Brothers
and learn some of the most recognizable fiddle parts. Learn from one of the festival
performers! All levels welcome.
Presenter: Chris Brashear, The Piedmont Melody Makers
Site: By Ponderosa Hall. Area G.
SATURDAY - 12:50-2:55 PM
• “BRING YOUR BANJO FOR INSPECTION”
Greg Deering will personally go over your banjo with you. He will help you with the fine
points of making your banjo work its very best for you.
Presenter: Greg Deering Site: Deering Banjo Display Tent. Area A
• “GIVE YOUR BANJO A CHANCE - PLAYING FOR TONE”
Discussion on playing techniques and licks. Banjo sound and getting the most out of your
instrument. Gain confidence improvising your licks and your sound! All levels welcome,
Presenter: David Guarente Site: Back Stage Area. Area B.
• “OLD-TIME HARMONY SINGING”
Using Carter Family-style harmonies, we’ll work with three part singing in this beautiful
style. Finding harmony lines that weave around the melody, create unisons, develop a
better ability to hear and find parts. Learn what gives these harmonies their old-time
country sound. No experience necessary.
Presenter: Evie Ladin Site: Old Maintenance Shop. Area D.
• “RHYTHM WORKSHOP”
Entertaining and informative. Improve your rhythmic skills as we explore downbeats and
upbeats, syncopation, polyrhythms, half time/double time, and more. Easily applied to
instruments and vocals. Guaranteed to open your ears and put you more in the pocket!
Presenter: Keith Terry Site: By Stage Right. Area E.
SATURDAY - 5:45-6:45 PM
• “BEGINNING OLD-TIME BANJO WORKSHOP”
Learn to play basic old-time 2-finger picking and clawhammer (frailing) banjo, even if
you’re a total beginner. Hands-on workshop-- BRING A BANJO FOR BEST LEARNING.
Presenter: Dave Magram & Chip Curry Site: Back Stage Area. Area B.
• “WALKING BASS LINES”
Bring your bass. We will cover walking bass lines for Bluegrass and vintage country
songs. All levels welcome. Participants should be familiar with playing in the keys of D, A and G.
Presenter: Lisa Burns Site: By Stage Right. Area E.
• “VOCALS WORKSHOP WITH DOYLE LAWSON”
Come spend some time learning from one of the best in the business.
Presenter: Doyle Lawson and Josh Swift Site: By Ponderosa Hall. Area G.
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THURSDAY - 5:45-6:45 PM
• “HOW TO PROPERLY INSTALL A NEW BANJO HEAD”
Monte is a master banjo builder and expert in banjo maintenance. He will show
how to install the new head on your banjo as well as knowing when to change
it and how to make it sound it’s best.
Presenter: Monte Hendricks Site: Luthier’s Pavilion. Area H

• “CLAWHAMMER BANJO”
Come learn this old style of banjo from one of our great festival performers. Beginning to
intermediate. Bring your banjo!
Presenter: Erik Pearson, Crooked Jades Site: By Ponderosa Hall. Area G.
• “MANDOLIN, TRADITIONAL IMPROVISING”
We’ll go over my approaches to constructing a traditional bluegrass solo on the fly,
focusing primarily on the playing styles of Bill Monroe, Frank Wakefeild and Jesse
McReynolds. We’ll incorporate techniques taken from old-time and bluegrass fiddle
players. Intermediate to advance level.
Presenter: Josh Gooding Site: Over By The Entry Gate. Area I.
• “FLATPICKING PHILOSOPHY CLASS 1, RHYTHM PHILOSOPHY”
I will show how to provide a proper foundation for developing your own rhythm style and
how to “lock in” with your bass player to provide a driving backbone in your jam or band.
Also I will demonstrate how to tastefully incorporate crosspicking and licks into your rhythm
playing. Level: Beginner to Advanced
Presenter: Riley Hill
Site: Old Maintenance Shop. Area D.

• “CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF YOUR BANJO”
Get the knowledge of how to keep your banjo always playable and in the best shape
possible. Learn from the best, leave informed!
Presenter: Monte Hendricks Site: Luthier’s Pavilion. Area H.
• “CLAWHAMMER BANJO EXPERIENCE”
Come learn some of what the co-founder of the CBA can teach you about playing the
clawhammer banjo. Guaranteed, you will take something away from this workshop
that’s useful… All levels welcome.
Presenter: Carl Pagter Site: Over By The Entry Gate. Area I.
• “LEARN HOW TO MOSEY, LEARN FROM THE PROS”
Have you ever wanted to learn to mosey correctly? Do you dream at night of
moseying but don’t know where to turn? Then this workshop is for you! Come learn
the simple but effective styles you will need to impress your friends and fit in
anywhere. Develop your own style and leave with an experience of a lifetime. Wear
your best moseying hat and shoes. Learn from four guys who have spent their whole
lives moseying. All levels welcome, beginners to advanced.
Presenter: The Walkright Brothers; Stove, Jimmy, Dusty and Cool
Site: Behind the Sound Board. Area J.

• “RECORDING ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS AND VOCALS IN YOUR HOME STUDIO”
My most-requested workshop helps non-professionals learn to make the most of their
home recordings. I answer your questions about recording, and demonstrate with a Pro
Tools mixing session on my laptop.
Presenter: Joe Weed Site: Northern Mines Building. Area F.
• “MANDOLIN WITH BOBBY OSBORN””
Come spend some time learning mandolin and hear life stories from one of our treasures
and a legend in the bluegrass world.
Presenter: Bobby Osborn Site: By Ponderosa Hall. Area G.
• “BASS LOVE” - AN UPRIGHT WORKSHOP FOCUSING ON SOME BASSICS…
What to look for when purchasing an upright bass. Ways an upright bass can be set up
for optimal comfort and ease of playing. Q & A, from attendees, open ended.
Presenter: Matt Bohn aka. The Bass Doctor Site: Luthier’s Pavilion. Area H.
• “HANDY HINTS FOR SONGWRITERS”
You will learn some simple but necessary things to do if you’d like to write songs. We’ll
give examples of different types of songs and how to structure those to fit their categories.
Time to answer any questions you might have. All welcome, all come.
Presenter: George & Jo Ellen Doering, The Brombies
Site: Over By The Entry Gate. Area I.

• “FLATPICKING PHILOSOPHY CLASS 2, LEAD PHILOSOPHY”
We will cover the key elements of bluegrass flatpicking and help students use these elements
to develop their own sound and style. We will focus on how to use open notes to navigate
your way around the fretboard, utilizing unorthodox key positions like E, A and D and how
to build a tasteful, melody oriented solo. Instruction Level: Intermediate-Advanced
Presenter: Riley Hill Site: Old Maintenance Shop. Area D.
• “OLD-TIME FIDDLE WITH EMILY MANN”
Come learn some tips and insights that will help inspire your old-time fiddle playing. An
opportunity to meet with one of our great stage performers. Beginner to intermediate.
Presenter: Emily Mann, Crooked Jades Site: Over By The Entry Gate. Area I.
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Main
Parking
Lot

DINNER BREAK
SAT 5:45-6:45 PM

Quaker
Hill

•“FIDDLE WORKSHOP”
WORKSHOP LOCATIONS
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Area A, Site: Deering Banjo Display Tent Area G, Site: By Ponderosa Hall
Area B, Site: Back Stage Area
Area H, Site: Luthier’s Pavilion
Area C, Site: By Administration Building
Area I, Site: Over By The Entry Gate
Area D, Site: Old Maintenance Shop
Area J, Site: Behind Main Stage Sound Board
Area E, Site: By Stage Right
Area K, Site: Pioneers Stage
Area F, Site: Northern Mines Building
Area L: Youth Academy Location
Kid Fest Schedule
Area 2017
M: Square
Dance Location
Old-Time
Gathering Area N: KidFest
Thursday - Sunday
Lunch and dinner breaks - Attend workshops
specializing in old-time music including Autoharp with
Louise
Barr (Thursday
lunch break), Southern
See Tina
Kid Fest
schedule
- page P-15
A non-denominational chapel
Appalachian
Flatfoot
Clogging
with Evie Ladin (Friday
Once again this year the California Bluegrass Asso- Kindergarten/Music Specialist and isservice,
known forindependently
her fun
hosted by Leroy
Clawhammer
Banjo Bingo
withSchmingo
Erik Pierson
ciationlunch
will hostbreak),
KidFest, a way-fun
children’s program
Music www.bingoschmingo.com
and
Jan
McNees
will
be
held at the Piat the 2015
Father’s
Day Bluegrass
Festival,
June of
18-21.
KidFest
will beTunes
located in a new spot this year! It
(Friday
lunch
break),
Roots
American
Fiddle
oneer
Stage
on
Sunday
at
There with
will beJoe
tons Weed
of crafts, (Friday
games, sand
and
water
play,
will
be
in
the
fenced-in,
kid-friendly
area
behind
the
dinner break), Clawhammer Banjo
by9:00
the am.
CBAAn
large motor play on the lawn, lemonade making, tie CBA t-shirt booth. Look for signs pointing
the way. storyDrop
inspirational
and bluegrass gospel
Experience
with
Carl
Pagter
(Friday
dinner
break),
Olddye, face painting and an area for music and song, and
Activities are designed for ages 2-12. Parents need
membership
music
highlight
this service booth!
which
who knows
else might Singing
happen at KidFest!
to accompany
theirlunch
children as this
is notwill
day care.
Timewhat
Harmony
with Evie Ladin
(Saturday
the
McNees’
and
friends
have
been
KidFest
is
under
the
direction
of
Kathleen
RushTentative
times
will
be
from
11:00
AM
3:00
PM
break), Beginning Old-Time Banjo with Dave Magram
ing who is also Director of the FunGrass program at on Thursday, Friday and Saturday bringing
of the Father’s
Day Valley for over 20 years.
to
Grass
and Camp,
ChipJune
Curry
dinnerBluegrass
break),
and OldCBA Music
14-17.(Saturday
Kathleen is a retired
Festival.
Kids On Bluegrass Program
Time Fiddle with Emily Mann (Saturday dinner break):
Thursday - Saturday
schedule is on P-15.
10:00a - Rehearsals are held at Frank Solivan’s KOB
Thursday - Sunday
camp in the tent camping area, near the fairgrounds
Attend performances by the Molsky’s Mountain Drifters,
entrance.
the Freight Hoppers, the Crooked Jades, the Acme
String Ensemble, Latimer and Osbourne, the Hook N
Friday - Saturday
Line String Band, the Honeysuckle Possums, and Echo
4:55-5:45p - KOB performs on Main Stage!
Mountain. Performances: schedule is on P-14.
Friday
Slow Jams
5:45 – 7:05p - Square Dance with the Saubers and Evie
Thursday - Saturday
Ladin (caller) in the Whitney Pavilion behind/above the
Sugar Pine Lodge.
3:30-5:00p - Afternoon slow jam at Gazebo inside Main
Festival entrance, near Vern’s audience area
Saturday
5:45 - 7:05p - Square Dance with the Saubers and Evie
Friday and Saturday nights
Ladin (caller) in the Whitney Pavilion behind/above the
11:00PM-1:00AM-near the check-in station at the
Sugar Pine Lodge.
entry way of the festival

ACTIVITIES
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Father’s Day Festival Kid Fest Program
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By Dan Martin
The Slow Jam is again being
lead by Steve West and myself. It
will happen Thursday- Saturday
3:30-5:00, inside the top gate in
front of the gazebo near Vern’s
e4
G atinside
Stage, look for the signs
the gated area. Bring songs you
want to sing or play. We will be
playing fiddle, gospel, and other
popular jam songs. We will play
them slowly at first, then faster
after practice. Two or three chord
songs, basic 1,4,5 tunes.
is a slow jam mistakes
Note: Day Care is notThis
provided.
are ok. We arekids.
here to learn and
Parents need to accompany
have fun. You don’t need to play a
Lots of fun going on at Kid
Family
Oriented
songFest!
perfectly.
We will spend
time
discussing
techniques.
Activities, not a drop off day
care!jamming
Parents
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You should be able to play the
accompany their children under
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basic chord for your instrument.
day include: Arts and Crafts,
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and
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sure water
you are ready,
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and either
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and accessible
join the circle or sit in the back.
distance to hear onstage music!
You can pass on songs if you don’t
Thursday 12:00 noon-3:00pfeel comfortable.
Friday 11:00-3:00p
We will provide some chairs
but it may be wise to bring one
Saturday 11:00-3:00p
with you. We look forward to
picking with you. Let’s have some
fun!
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and experienced teacher!
Presenter: Bobby Vickery from the Bluegrass
Patriots. Site: By Stage
Right. Area E.
•“STRINGS: HOW THEY
WORK AND HOW TO
PICK THE BEST ONES”
It’s about how strings vibrate, how they are made,
and how to make choices
when matching strings to
your playing style and instrument. Presenter: Roger
Siminoff. Site: Northern
Mine Bldg. Area F.
•“THE THREE T’S OF
BLUEGRASS GUITAR
FLATPICKING” Mike
will teach you the fundamentals of Timing, Tone,
and Taste as it applies to
building bluegrass guitar
breaks. Discussion topics
include developing your
internal clock and learning
to play in time, finding
your best tone, learning
to play in good taste and
developing your own
voice or style. Presenter:
Mike Wilhoyte. Site: By
Ponderosa Hall. Area G.
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31st Annual CBA Father's Day Bluegrass Festival
Father’s Day Bluegrass Festival event program

World class stringed instruments!
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•Authorized
dealersfor
forMartin,
Martin,Taylor,
Taylor,Blueridge,
Gibson, Santa
Cruz,Cort
Legend,
Authorized
dealers
Cordoba,
and
Authorized dealers for Martin, Blueridge, Cordoba, Cort and The
Loar
Goodall,
and
Dobro
guitars,
Gibson
mandolins
&
banjos,
Goldtone
The
LoarKentucky
guitars, Kentucky
andGold
Wilson
mandolins;
Gold
Tone Angels
and
guitars,
mandolins,
Tone
and Flinthill
banjos,
banjos,banjos,
Kentucky
& Mid
Missouri
mandolins,
violins
and
fiddles.
Flinthill
Angels
violins
and
fiddles,
Cordoba
and
Cavanagh
violins and fiddles, Cordoba and Cavanagh ukuleles.
•Family owned and operated, providing one-on-one personalized
ukuleles.
service.
Fully
committed to supporting and promoting the local acoustic music
Fully
committed
music
•Fully
committedtotosupporting
supportingand
andpromoting
promotingthe
thelocal
local acoustic
acoustic music
community.
commnunity
community.
Yourone-stop
one
music
store
for
sales,instruction,
instruction,repairs
repairs,and
andresources.
resources.
•Your
onestop
stopmusic
musicstore
storefor
forsales,
sales,
instruction,
repairs,
and
resources.
Your

One of our Featured Instruments
The Bluegrass General
HD28-V
An HD-28V with pre-war style bridge, Adirondack top and
bracing. This guitar has a very robust bass and very clean treble. A
wonderful guitar for both rhythm and lead, the Adirondack spruce
gives this guitar a sound you may have found from a brand new
Martin guitar, in the 1940’s, without the associated price tag of
vintage instruments. Perfect for those players seeking a Tony Rice
style tone. Comes with Geib style case.
Come by our store and check out the selection of
fine instruments!
Open Jam Session Every Thursday evening
Check our website for upcoming concerts featuring
nationally touring and local Bluegrass Bands

3184 NofStreet
At the corner
Alhambra & J
Sacramento,
Sacramento,Cailifornia
California
916-442-8282
916-442-8282
questions@thefifthstring.com
questions@thefifthstring.com
www.thefifthstring.com
www.thefifthstring.com
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RETHINKING THE PERFECT
A-MODEL MANDOLIN…

The Kentucky KM-505 Artist Series!
The KM-505 A-Model Mandolin incorporates the finest
features of the classic instruments of the last Golden Age
with modern features that are typically found only on
boutique mandolins costing multiple thousands of dollars.
The A-5 body configuration harkens back to the 1920s
with all solid carved, graduated tops and backs along with
the traditional split-lip neck/body joint.
The contemporary contributions include a comfortable,
radiused fingerboard and a shortened extension which
allows the player to soften the tone color by picking
strings further from the bridge without the accompanying
pick clatter.
Pick a KM-505 and discover why Kentucky is America’s
Favorite Mandolin!

Exclusive Features:
THE KENTUCKY KM-505
• All-solid German spruce and
Alpine maple for exceptional tone
• Radiused ebony fingerboard and
bridge for effortless playability
• Thin nitrocellulose lacquer
amberburst finish that looks great
and allows the wood to age properly
• Traditional split-lip neck/body
joint for stability
• Vintage-style elevated pickguard
to protect the top from pickwear
P.O. Box 2841 • So. San Francisco, California • www.sagamusic.com • Connect with us on
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2017 Vern’s Stage artists
Acme String Ensemble

THE ACME STRING ENSEMBLE consisting of Ernie
Noyes on guitar, mandolin and vocals ~ Steve Wharton on banjos,
autoharp and vocals ~ Chris Carney on fiddle, guitar and vocals ~
and Sue Walters on bass and vocals, is dedicated to preserving and
playing the Southern rural music of the 1920’s, 30’s and 40’s”.
Using the vocals harmonies of the brother groups (Delmores, Blue Sky Boys, Lilly Bros., etc.), and old time traditional
tunes, they recreate and era both melancholic and nostalgic. It
seems to bring back memories we didn’t even know we had.
Acme String Ensemble

Barwick & Siegfried
From the Strawberry Music Festival to pubs and concert
halls throughout Ireland, the acoustic duo of Kathy Barwick
& Pete Siegfried has delighted audiences with a distinctive
blend of bluegrass, old-time country, and folk into an
engaging Americana fusion, showcasing Pete’s exceptional
lead vocals and Kathy’s amazing guitar work and sterling
duet harmonies.
The duo’s first album, The Trestle, does a superb job
of capturing the special blend of Barwick & Siegfried, with
material ranging from Gene Autry and Flatt & Scruggs to
Jean Ritchie and T-Bone Burnett, with a pair of Siegfried
originals anchoring the song list. Barwick & Siegfried’s second album, Long Time Gone, was released in June 2016,
also to widespread distribution and critical acclaim.
Barwick & Siegfried
Barwick & Siegfried have performed extensively
throughout California and the Pacific Northwest, western Canada, and at such prominent festivals as the
Strawberry Music Festival, and such prestigious California venues as the Center for the Arts in Grass Valley,
the Palms Playhouse in Winters and the Monkey House in Berkeley. The duo successfully toured Ireland and
Northern Ireland in 2014 and 2016, and was a featured main stage performer at the CBA’s annual bluegrass
festival in 2016.
Kathy Barwick has been widely hailed over the past 40 years as one of California’s most versatile acoustic
musicians i. An award-winning multi-instrumentalist, Barwick was a founding member of the All Girl Boys
and has also worked with such bands as Nine-8ths Irish and the Mike Justis Band, as well as with Pete in the
bluegrass band Mountain Laurel. Her first solo album, In My Life, was released in 2011 by FGM Music. Her
second album, Braeburn, was released to critical acclaim in 2014.
Pete Siegfried founded the bluegrass band Mountain Laurel in 1988. Mountain Laurel performed widely
throughout northern California and Nevada, earning Pete a reputation as a peerless, distinctive singer with a
soaring and expressive tenor voice. .

The Bernal Hillbillies
The Bernal Hillbillies play traditional bluegrass music
with a focus on performing lesser-known compositions
from the first and second-generation masters of the genre.
They are a Northern California, Bay-Area based band
with 4 of the 5 members residing in San Francisco’s Bernal
Heights Neighborhood. The Hillbillies’ goal is to spread
our passion for traditional bluegrass to new audiences that
may not have had exposure to this uniquely American art
form. While the band does occasionally cover the standards, the majority of their repertoire includes unfamiliar
or even obscure numbers. Moreover it has become tradiThe Bernal Hillbillies
tion with the Hillbillies, at local gigs, to play at least one
full set of music culled from the canon of a single group or
artist. The band features Amy Scher on Fiddle and Vocals, Bill Foss on Mandolin and Vocals, Larry Chung on
Banjo, Guitar, Fiddle and Vocals, Martha Hawthorn on Bass and Vocals and Scot Brenton on Guitar and Vocals.
The Bernal Hillbillies can be followed via our facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/bernalhillbillies/
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Banner Mountain Boys
The Banner Mountain
Boys feature bluegrass
music from traditional and
contemporary American
music sources. The four
band members include
Taylor Carey on guitar
and vocals, Rob Shotwell
on banjo, guitar and
vocals, Ron Gaynor on
resophonic guitar, banjo
and vocals, and Cecelia
Banner Mountain Boys
Shotwell on upright bass.
Flat-picker Taylor Carey is a founding member of South Loomis Quickstep is recognized for his Doc Watson-style of picking. An accomplished
resophonic guitar picker as well as banjoist, Ron Gaynor spent a couple
of years picking with In Cahoots in southern California and several years
with On The Loose in Nevada County. Rob picked banjo in recent years
for On The Loose and Bite The Bullet. Cecelia Shotwell fills out the
sound with her wonderful upright bass and is a popular choice for other
bands in the region.
The group features the music of Bill Monroe, the Stanley
Brothers and Flatt and Scruggs, along with contemporary artists such
as Blue Highway, Gordon Lightfoot, Hot Rize, Dan Tyminski and
others, plus humorous and original material. In May 2011, we proudly
released our first CD,“Fifth Gear”, featuring 14 of our favorite songs.
In August 2015, we released our second CD,“Foresthill Bridge”, with 15
songs, eight of which are original compositions.

The Music Camp Volunteers All-Stars
This year’s Wednesday night show on Vern’s Stage
that bridges the gap between the CBA Music Camp and
the CBA Father’s Day Festival will be nothing but All-Stars!
The show opens with a short set by “The Music Camp
Volunteers All-Stars” band,made up of the volunteers
who assisted the Music Camp instructors and directors,
doing everything from accompanying music and vocal
demonstrations to moving chairs, putting up shade
structures and making copies.

The Corzines

The Corzines

The Blue Mountain Quartet
Our sound links with our name: Blue (bluegrass)
Mountain (worldwide, mountains are a source of
inspiration for many genres - of music) Quartet (each of
us brings our part(s) in - to create; one - sound). Playing
the original - bluegrass + new grass instrumental songs
of Matt Coleman (banjo). Kathy McHugh (bass and
vocals), Annie Felcyn (guitar / mandolin and vocals)
play and sing traditional melodies / harmonies ... like
Kentucky bluebirds sitting on the branch of maple tree
in a Kentucky springtime day!
New addition Dave Carrol (mandolin / vocals) is
bringing solid lead breaks and great mando.- chop , and
adding good mid - range tenor vocals.

The Blue Mountain Quartet

The Corzines have been part of the southern California acoustic
music scene for more than 30 years. John Corzine (guitar) and
Peggy Corzine (bass) have performed together since meeting in
high school, and now with the addition of their youngest son,
Cody Corzine (guitar), have gathered a collection of some of the
best bluegrass, old-time, country and folk music around. Festivals
and contests, Disneyland and Depots, coffee houses and concert
halls -- their close harmony and respectful but contemporary
arrangements make for a unique blend of old and new. Having
spent many years away in Fort Worth, TX and Portland, OR, John
and Peggy returned to southern California with a renewed passion
for the music enhanced by Cody’s contribution, adding blazing flatpick guitar and that third harmony vocal that creates the coveted
“family blend.”
Check out their 2013 CD, “The Corzines” at www.facebook/
thecorzines.
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2017 Vern’s Stage artists
Keystone Crossing

Echo Mountain

Keystone Crossing
Originally from the Keystone State of Pennsylvania, Keystone
Crossing – Larry Carlin and Claudia Hampe – is a delightful duo
whose paths had crossed numerous times over the years until
they finally met in March of 1995. The two attended the same
grade school in 1959 near Valley Forge, PA, but did not know one
another until some 36 years and 3,000 miles later.
The two also are founding members of the Americana/bluegrass/country band Blithedale Canyon, and they sometimes still
play with their five-piece bluegrass band called Keystone Station,
which features Claudia on guitar, Larry on bass, and a fiddle,
mandolin and banjo player.
Keystone Crossing normally features just two guitars and
two voices, but for this show they will be joined by two longtime friends. Duo co-founder Larry Carlin has been playing bass
in country and bluegrass bands for the past 40 years, both in
Pennsylvania and California. For 31 years he performed with Dr.
Elmo, of “Grandma Got Run Over by a Reindeer” fame. He is
the self-proclaimed “King of King of Prussia, PA,” now living in
self-imposed exile in the hollow of Sausalito. The other co-founder,
Claudia Hampe, is originally from Radnor, PA, and she lives in
the hamlet of Mill Valley. She sang harmony for many years in
folk and country bands – she was in a group that beat out the
late Jim Croce in a high school talent contest – until becoming
a bluegrass fan when a friend gave her his bluegrass music
collection many years back. Sitting in with the duo on Vern’s will
be former Keystone Station mandolinist Dave Earl as well as a
possible special guest.

Glad to Be Here

Glad to Be Here
GLAD TO BE HERE is a 5 piece outfit that
specializes in traditional bluegrass and old country and
features great harmony singing. The group met through
local festivals and jams and starting playing regularly at
Phil’s Fish Market about 3 years ago. The band name
came out of repeating this at each show….exactly how
we feel about playing together! Each member brings with
them some of their favorite songs from the likes of The
Stanleys, Bill Monroe, Hank Williams, Jimmy Rodgers,
Larry Sparks and many more. The band plays classics as
well as songs that are less well known hidden gems that
each has mined from their extensive album collections!
With the singing power and versatility of each player,
varying combinations of voices and parts make for a
diverse sound!
The band features Jim Mintun on dobro and vocals
with excellent singing and yodeling! Billy Pitrone is on
guitar and vocals. With Billy, you get a big voice, steady
rhythm and tight harmony! Ella Warde plays a mighty
fine fiddle and adds a sweet sound with her vocals.
Mandolin player Henry Warde picks with a traditional
sound as well as hints of Frank Wakefield. His vocals are
pure and combine well with all the other band members.
Sarah Eblen steadily holds down the bass and contributes
her smooth harmonies to many of the bands numbers.

Echo Mountain is an old-time string trio based out of
Los Angeles. Peter Linden is an artist and plays banjo. Kyle
McNally works in film and plays fiddle. Jonathan Shifflett
is a journalist and plays guitar. Kelly Marie Martin is a
bassist and singer. Ben Kramer is a multi-instrumentalist
and filmmaker. Together they play square dances and farmers
markets in the LA area and have been featured performers
at the Watkins Family Hour. The collective vision of Echo
Mountain is to build a repertoire that reflects the whole
spectrum of the old-time tradition, playing each fiddle tune
and mountain ballad with new energy while remaining true
to traditional style and form.

Echo Mountain

The Gilly Girls
The Gilly Girls Band consists of four young singing
sisters “two sets of twins, Savannah and Morgan, age 13
and Hailey and Jillian age 10. They enjoy playing and
singing bluegrass, southern gospel, old-time string band,
and other genres of music. Savannah plays mandolin and
fiddle. Morgan yodels, plays mandolin and bass. Hailey
plays mandolin and guitar. Jillian plays mandolin, banjo
and bass. They live on a ranch in California’s Sierra
Nevada foothills and enjoy the daily chores and pleasures
that country life affords. This adds to their charm and the
authenticity of their repertoire. They make singing and
playing multiple instruments look fun and easy. These
girls love music. Savannah says that music is her refuge.
The Gilly Girls
Morgan says that music is half of her heart, at least. Hailey
says that what she loves most about being in the band is spending quality time, making memories with her
sisters. Jillian says that music is the best way for her to communicate joy. The group sings with the genetic blend
that only true siblings have. With her perfect pitch, Morgan yodels with an accuracy that is unreal. Their wide
repertoire, professional stage presence and natural talent defies their young age.
Danette Gillingham, the mother, wanted music to be part of the family, with a dream of having a bluegrass
band. “The girls enjoy music and put their hearts into it. As a family we’re enjoying doing this together because
it promotes togetherness and community. We’re learning something that we can take anywhere in the world and
have something in common with people. It’s community on a larger scale, because music speaks to everybody.
They will never regret being able to do this. It’s much harder as an adult to go back and learn it.”

The Honeysuckle Possums
“High-Energy, Good-Times Music!”
The Honeysuckle Possums are a five-woman string
band, playing old-time, original, and bluegrass-style mountain music. The three lead singers, Susan Marie Reeves
(guitar, strum-stick, ukulele): Rebecca Troon (banjo,
fiddle, bodhran, tin whistle) and Sierra Reeves (guitar and
bass) are all accomplished songwriters. Lisa Macker plays
stand up bass and mandolin and joins in on harmonies,
while Ruth Alpert is the band’s dancing percussionist…an
Appalachian-style flat-footer, who seems to float as she
makes it easy for the crowd to dance and clap along.
The Honeysuckle Possums have played all over
California and continue to gain praise for their beautiful
vocals, carefully crafted harmonies, and spirited style. They
have performed at the Goleta Old Time Fiddlers Convention/Festival and the Parkfield Bluegrass Festival to rave
reviews.
The group’s intention is “to create and share bliss
through music”. Their collective joy onstage is delightful,
and their performances are carried on a strong current of
love and friendship. “Possum” audience members often
comment on how that energy is irresistible!

The Honeysuckle Possums

Hook N Line String Band

Hook N Line String Band
Thomas Angell and Drew Congdon met at a local
bluegrass jam at Ol Republic brewery, realizing they both
had a common love for beer and old time music, sharing
tunes seemed to come natural. The duo wanted to bring
some attention to old-time music in the gold country area,
especially the younger generation. Inspiration for the groups
sound comes from the many great old time musicians like
Tommy Jarrell, Fred Cockerham, and Betton Flippen, while
trying to add their own traditional take on the genre.
Thomas Angell is a Nevada City local who first learned
guitar from his father as a youngster, and started old time
fiddling in his 20’s. His style and drive on the fiddle will
make you want to dance all the way back to Mt Airy NC
where the round peak style originated.
Drew Congdon is a banjoist from Newcastle CA, he
teaches banjo at a local music shop, and appreciates the
art of backing up a fiddle with the banjo. His main focus
is bringing drive, rhythm, and syncopation to mix while
keeping the unadorned art of traditional banjo present.
Chris Miller Is a luthier in Sonoma CA. and plays guitar
fiddle and mandolin. The Duo met Chris at the Portland Old
Time gathering. Sharing the same love of old time music as
Thomas and Drew, as well as being a talented musician, made
fitting into the band’s traditional sound natural.
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EXP’s help my
mandolin feel like
a more substantial
instrument.
MANDOLINIST & MUSIC PIONEER

CHRIS THILE

© D’Addario & Company, Inc.

NEW YORK, NY

Mandolin virtuoso Chris Thile takes mandolin
performance to new heights. He also takes
EXP Coated Strings wherever he goes. With
their longevity, playability, and robust tone,
EXPs perfectly complement Thile’s innovative
style, set after set.

See Chris’s story at daddario.com/exp
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2017 Vern’s Stage artists
Latimer & Osborn

Lucky Drive Bluegrass Band

Laura Osborn and Cliff Latimer have been playing Old Time
music and Traditional Bluegrass in the Los Angeles area for more
than ten years. Their style is based on the harmonies of the Carter
Family and of the great Brother acts of the forties and fifties: the
Louvins, the Monroes, the Stanleys, and the Blue Sky Boys. With
Laura on guitar and banjo and Cliff on mandolin and guitar, you
can frequently find them singing and playing at local watering holes
and farmer’s markets, as well as in appearances around Southern
California, including prize-winning performances at the annual
Topanga Banjo Fiddle contest held in Agoura Hills.

Lucky Drive Bluegrass Band distills the best of bluegrass down
to its core elements: tight harmonies, driving rhythm, and fiery solos.
Anchored by Karen Wilhoyte’s thumping bass, the band features
Mike Wilhoyte’s creative yet traditional guitar playing, Nicole Solis
Snider’s Monroe-inspired mandolin, Eric Embry’s hard-driving banjo
playing, and Paul Shelasky’s contest-winning fiddle playing. But with
four singers, the vocals are the true highlight. Their sets veer from
Nicole’s soulful solos to the Wilhoytes’ close duets to Mike’s subtly
delivered songs to Karen’s upbeat traditional to Nicole and Eric’s
stellar country duets. Their clever vocal stacks bring a new twist to
old favorites.
Mike Wilhoyte started playing guitar at age 13 and was influenced
early on by Doc Watson, Clarence White, and Tony Rice. He has played
in several bands in the Bay Area and is considered one of the best rhythm
and flatpicking guitar players on the West Coast. Karen Wilhoyte plays the
bass with energy and always finds the groove. She has been influenced by
Lucky Drive Bluegrass Band
bassists such as Earl Yager, Steve Pottier, and Missy Raines, and also plays
guitar with The Hossettes. Nicole Solis Snider has played the mandolin since 2005. She played in the
all-gal bluegrass band Barefoot Nellies and played guitar and sang in the country band, The Burning
Embers. A fine Stanley-style banjo picker, Eric is also known as one of the best bluegrass and country
singers in the Bay Area. A longtime fixture on the California bluegrass scene, Paul Shelasky brings his virtuosity
and versatility on the fiddle to Lucky Drive’s bluegrass and classic country repertoire.

Latimer & Osborn

Special audience area reservered
for CBA honorees

Don’t you think it’s about time to treat our Lifetime Members and
our Bill and Faye Downs Super Volunteer Award winners to a little
extra something? A special perk just for them? Well, the Board of
Directors feel it is!
New this year will be a special reserved seating area at the front
of the stage as a way to honor these people, as well as providing
them a special treat.
Each of these men and women have distinguished themselves
by their extraordinary contributions in helping the California Bluegrass
Association meet its mission…to preserve and promote the music
we love. The CBA board of directors believes strongly that our
Lifetime Members and our Super Volunteer Award winners
have earned their spot front and center. Please give ‘em a wave of
thanks when you pass by.
-Tim Edes, Chair, Board of Directors
California Bluegrass Association

Redwing
Redwing squarely falls in
the “way more than a Bluegrass
Band” category, mixing the traditional repertoire of Bluegrass
favorites with surprising and
less-often heard gems.
The players are seasoned
and active participants in the
Bay Area music scene. Redwing members have played all
Redwing
the major local venues, Freight
& Salvage, Jupiter, Armando’s, McGrath’s, Berkeley Spice of Life Festival and even the Hardly Strictly Bluegrass Festival and the Father’s day
CBA Bluegrass Festival.
It all starts with the instrumentation: Alan Dreyfus on guitar, Bob
Johnson on dobro, Olivier Zyngier on bass, Polly Frizzell on fiddle,
and “Red” Rick Horlick on Mandolin. Yes you read correctly: no banjo. But don’t fret, the players’ musical dexterity allows them to deliver
them hard driving numbers just the same; foot tapping guaranteed.
On slow numbers, you’ll sometime hear Polly’s deep viola notes, in
perfect harmony with the dobro.
Vocals are one of the main attractions of the band. Whether as
solists or harmonizing, Rick and Alan go from the traditional high
lonesome harmony and singing, to rich soulful singing. Alan’s bluesy
voice and Rick’s high tenor blend to produce a very powerful combination. And then Polly joins in for a 3-part harmony, way sweet.
The ingredient that spices up the Redwing sauce is the arranging.
You’re as likely to hear old bluegrass standards as well as more modern
country songs. Traditional fiddle tunes are played as fast and expertly
as expected, and may often surprise you with a tasty new approach.
And you haven’t lived until you heard Redwing’s rendition of Cold
Frosty Morning or Raleigh & Spencer.

Milestone
Milestone is a collaboration of some of California’s best pickers
and singers. Consisting of Joseph Ash, a past member of Lost Highway, on guitar and lead vocals, Shawn Criswell, of the Roustabouts, on
banjo, Scott Gates, of The Get Down Boys and the Salty Suites, on
mandolin and lead vocals, and Evan Winsor, of The Get Down Boys / Brothers
Barton / LeRoy Mack & Gloryland, on upright bass. Milestone has
the ability to step out and push the boundaries while staying true to its
traditional bluegrass roots. With blazing instrumentals, an unmistakable
rhythm section, and heartfelt vocals Milestone is a group not to be missed.

Milestone

Redwood Rodeo
With foot-stomping rhythms andz striking harmonies,
Redwood Rodeo plays a soul-stirring mixture of original and
traditional songs that brings a thoughtful depth to the bluegrass
tradition. Their lively sound weaves together elements of the
lonesome songs of the prairies, the yodels from the mountains,
and the barn-burning dance music that inspired the legends
of bluegrass.
Born in the bluegrass jams of San Francisco, the band
features musicians with an unlikely combination of backgrounds: a
former jazz pianist who mastered the mandolin, a classically
trained violinist turned bluegrass fiddler, and a guitar player
Redwood Rodeo
rooted in Nashville’s country scene. Their artful instrumentation highlights thought-provoking lyrics that tell stories and speak truth about the human experience.
The group captivates audiences with their contagious energy and onstage chemistry fueled by a deep love
for the music and the community it creates. With slow songs so lonesome you could cry, fast songs for the good
times, and soaring vocals that could echo through the redwood canyons of Northern California, Redwood
Rodeo creates a rewarding experience that touches the heart and mind of every listener.

Matthew Songmaker and the December Bicyclists
Matthew Songmaker is a bluegrass and
Americana musician who calls the small Northern
California town of Red Bluff his home. He
has played venues from Southern California to
Oregon, from the Pacific Coast to Nevada. He
has also opened for country legends Clint Black
and Mark Chestnutt. Together with his band
TheDecember Bicyclists, his hard driving style is
tempered with a sincere but real feel that makes
him both refreshing and thoughtful.
Born in Thailand with a Heritage that
includes Native Alaskan, he seems to weave an
eclectic yet traditional bluegrass musical tapestry
Matthew Songmaker and the December Bicyclists
with both the instruments he plays, and his vocals
The songs include traditional bluegrass tunes with a fresh feel and originals grounded in that tradition yet aimed at the
future. This is somehow captured in the instruments that he plays so effortlessly - violin, guitar, banjo and mandolin.
Even though he is still young, Songmaker carries within the true spirit of a bluegrass musician - one who seems
to have experienced much in life despite his age. Perhaps it is partly due to having been raised in the small
mountain community of Shingletown on Mount Lassen. Whatever the reason, he represents the genre he plays
with goodwill and pride.
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Shepherd Canyon Band

The Late Night Hot
Dog Stand...
THE Place to Be!!

Shepherd Canyon Band
The Shepherd Canyon Band had its origins as a casual
weekly jam consisting of Jerry Barush on banjo, Bernie Bishop
on guitar, and the band’s founding fiddle player, Josh Jakus. The
group jelled with the addition of Ken Smith on mandolin and
Jess Beebe on bass, and – after several years in the woodshed
– the Shepherd Canyon Band was born, named after the holler where Bernie lives. In 2016, Betsy Kenny joined the band,
bringing along her fearless and flawless fiddling. Everyone in
the band sings, with Bernie’s piercing lead vocals injecting
the “high lonesome.” Ken contributes original tunes. While
traditional bluegrass is the core of the band’s sound, they
also like to explore around the edges, venturing into country,
western swing, pop, or whatever songs might take a “grassin’.”
Collectively, the five band members are alums of more
than ten other Bay Area bluegrass bands, including Pick of the
Litter, Straight Ahead, Stay Tuned, and Dry Creek (Jerry); Grizzly Peak (Bernie and Jerry); the Barefoot Nellies (Liz and Jess); the
Alhambra Valley Band (Liz); and the Avocado Brothers and
the Bay Island Ramblers (Ken). The Shepherd Canyon Band
has played at numerous Bay Area venues, including the Good
Old Fashioned Bluegrass Festival in Hollister, the Potomac in
Oakland, the Back Room in Berkeley, and Amnesia and the
Plough & Stars in San Francisco. Don’t tell anyone, but their
very favorite gig is the annual Fourth of July fundraiser for the
Graniteville, California volunteer fire department.

Vern’s!
Be there!

By Teresa (Jokey) Michel
Close your eyes and picture this...
once the show is over on the main
stage, the campground at Grass Valley
becomes one of the most unique and
fun-filled places on Earth, and right out
in the midst of all the campers, tents,
motorhomes and multiple jam sessions,
our Late Night Hot Dog Stand will be
open, once again! We look forward to
seeing so many fine folks gathered, as in
festivals past, for some awesome
jamming, laughs, and fantastic late night
food! As many of you have experienced,
the Late Night Hot Dog Stand has
become quite the social hub in the campground,where so many amazing people
meet up for a grand time, as only can
be done at the Father’s Day Festival! It’s
never a surprise when a well-known band
stops by the stand to have a bite and pick
a tune or two as well!
This year, we will be serving up our
All-Beef Hot Dogs, Polish Sausages, and
spicy Cajun Hot Links (for those who
can handle the heat), along wit h all the
fixin‘s. Soft drinks, water and chips will
also be on the late night menu. We will be
open Friday and Saturday nights, starting
at II:00 pm, and we’ll remain open until
the last hungry festival-goer has had the
chance to fill that late night hunger void.
Come on out, after the show, and
experience this unique aspect of the Father’s Day Festival. We look forward to
preparing your late night meal, and providing a social hot spot, that can only be
found at our amazing festival.
The Late Night Hot Dog Stand is
THE Place to Be!!! See you all t here!!!

CBA announces headliners for the
2018 Father’s Day Bluegrass Festival

The Del McCoury Band returns to Grass Valley.
The CBA is proud to announce our headliners for the 2018 Father’s
Day Bluegrass Festival. Returning are two show-stoppers who have
graced our stage many times: The Del McCoury Band and Michael
Cleveland and Flamekeeper. Also appearing will be Valerie Smith &
Liberty Pike and Balsam Range, plus many, many more acts.

The Darrell Johnston

Kids Instrument Lending Library
By Randy January
Do you have an instrument you want to donate to the Kids Instrument
Lending Library? Do you know of a child that needs to borrow an instrument?
This year at the Fathers Day Festival there will be several places to drop
off instruments. Please remember to make sure that the instrument is PLAYABLE, in good condition, and will stay in tune. The Lending Library is at
maximum capacity. Any instrument that is not able to be turned over to a
child that day, will not be accepted.
Drop off points:
1. Darby & Bruno Brandli-Camp Spam located in the tent area.
2. The CBA Festival Headquarters trailer located in the RV Camp.
3. The membership/mercantile booth.
To donate an instrument please make sure your name, address, phone
number are on a piece of paper inside the instrument case. This is imperative!
Please do not take instruments to be donated to the Kids on Bluegrass area.
This is a completely different program. Please do not interrupt the KOB
rehearsals by dropping off donated instruments. Please take instrument to
the other locations.
For more information please contact: Randy January: 916-872-5447
or kidslendinglibrary@gmail.com

Making Music with Our Friends for Over 40 Years

Acoustic and Electric Instruments, Amplifiers, Live Sound
and Recording Gear. Lessons, Rentals and Repairs

Call 530-273-6676

104 West Main St Grass Valley Ca 95945
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2017 Fathers Day Festival Luthiers Pavilion
By Monte Hendricks
It has been a joy for me, for many years now, to introduce the participants inside
the Luthiers Pavilion. Musical instrument builders are, without a doubt, an interesting
sort. What motivates and refines their desire to create not only wonderful sounding
musical instruments but also works of art? Please stop in and meet the participants
and check out the great instruments. We all appreciate you stopping by to say hello
and visiting with us. You’ll find that we’re eager to help with information whether
you are a seasoned player, professional, or just starting out on your musical journey.
As always, we are fortunate that the Luthiers Pavilion continues to draw impressive
talent from the world of musical instrument building. Here is this year’s line up.
Matt Bohn is the Bass Doctor.

Steve Joynes is the Fiddle Guy

Austin Clark: Austin builds mandolin and mandolin family instruments and is based
in Boise, Idaho. Though his primary focus is on mandolins, he also builds archtop guitars
and OM style flat-tops. Austin works with his customers by “creating not just a mandolin,
but a fine instrument that reflects both your playing style and your personal style.”

Gary Vessel: Gary’s base of operations is Modesto, California. After graduating from the
Violin Making School of America in 1988 and a career in building and repairing violins,
Gary has ventured into mandolins. He now divides his time building and restoring orchestral
instruments and mandolins.
Matt Bohn: Matt is from Felton, California. Matt’s passion for the upright bass started
in the mid 1970’s. He comes from a family tradition of woodworking and he easily made
the transition from professional bassist to bass luthier. Matt is equipped to help bassists
with just about any adjustment, including set-up or repair issues, and bow re-hairs..

Milton & James McClaskey: Milton began building mandolins
in Berkeley 2011 and he found it to be about the most fun, interesting
and engaging thing he has ever done! Two years ago he started
offering mandolas and this year he has added octave mandolins to his
line. His son James has been similarly infected with the instrument
building bug and, after a course of study with Sam Irwin in Belfast,
Northern Ireland, is building tenor and six string guitars.

Patrick “Doc” Huff: Doc started building his
heirloom quality openback banjos in 2003. Doc
is based in Dallas, Oregon. Doc is an excellent
woodworker and his banjos certainly reflect it.

Monte & Allen Hendricks: Hendricks Banjos: Monte & Allen Hendricks Brothers, Monte and
Allen build custom banjos and provide repair, restoration, and custom work on banjos out of their shop
in Pollock Pines, California. Monte has been a banjo craftsman since 1974. Allen is known for his long
career as a professional musician and a gifted banjo instructor. They believe in design, construction,
and artistry based on innovation and engineering but remain well grounded in traditional ideals.
Luthiers continued on page P-26
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Award Winning Wines

Gift and Home Décor Shop

Tasting Room

Villa Emile Event Center

Gourmet Food

Picnic Grounds

[

www.guglielmowinery.com

]

OPEN DAILY 10 AM - 5 PM | 408.779.2145
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2017 Fathers Day Festival Luthiers Pavilion
Steve Joynes: Steve is from Palo Alto, California. Steve offers a variety
of violin family instruments for tone, appearance, and price that will
appeal to almost anyone. Steve says that being a fiddler himself led to a deep
interest in repairing and restoring fiddles. Steve has new student outfits to
help people get started on fiddle playing and is set up to do on site repairs.

Randall Kramer: “Sparky” builds flat-top guitars in Truckee, California. He has
an impressive list of exceptional guitarists who have played his instruments. Randall
sets this goal as a builder with which to measure his success, “One playing is worth a
thousand testimonials.” Sparky is set up to do on site repairs and set ups in the Pavilion.
Michael Lewis: is from Grass Valley, California. His mandolins,
guitars, and his repair skills are known throughout the bluegrass world.
Michael & and his wife Leitza continue to play a pivotal role in organizing
the Luthiers Pavilion. We owe them a big thank you and a debt of
gratitude for helping to make the Luthiers Pavilion a part of the Festival!

Bruce Sexauer: Bruce comes from Petaluma, California. Bruce is known for
his highly evolved acoustic flat top guitars with adventurous designs under his
“Sexauer” banner. At the Luthiers Pavilion Bruce offers his services as a String
Bass set-up technician. Bruce will also have a variety of String Basses for sale.
Steve Sorenson: Steve works in his one-man shop in
Santa Clarita, CA to dish up cool new custom mandolin,
guitar, and banjo designs which deliver the tone and playability players need to keep picking all day and all night!

The Luthiers Pavilion is one of the anchors of
the Fathers Day Festival and provides a unique
opportunity for festival attendees to talk with
and enjoy the work of some of the finest builders.
Many of us are offering workshops during the
festival; please check the schedule for times.
Please make the Luthiers Pavilion part of your
Festival Experience!

Larry Nair: Larry is from Gardnerville, NV and is the Tahoe
Guitar Company. He has been building stringed instruments
for 14 years including acoustic basses, ukuleles, and dobros. Larry
specializes in “hot rodded” steel string guitars based on traditional
designs. He also stays pretty busy with repairs.

The CBA thanks the luthiers who
participate in our festival. See them
for your emergency repairs to keep
you picking throughout the festival.

Ben Wilborn: Ben is a custom guitar
builder from Reno, Nevada. With a degree
from Berklee College of music and a background in fine cabinetmaking, Ben strives
to “create instruments that can respond
intimately to a player’s intention.” He is
also the man with a smile, check it out.
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See you at Grass Valley!

The Fiddle Guy
String Instruments Sales and Service

* Fiddles and Accessories
* On-site Repairs
* Buy/Sell/Trade-ins
* Free Evaluations
Steve Joynes sjoynes@att.net (650) 575-1115
2017 CBA Lifetime
Member Appointment
Most every year the California
Bluegrass Association Board Of Directors
votes to bestow the highest honor it can
upon a worthy recipient. This year the
CBA will acknowledge musician Tom
Bekeny. Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Tom’s
family migrated to Monterrey, California.
After meeting like minded friends from
high school and Sonoma State College,
vomages to Bill Monroe’s Bean Blossom
Bluegrass Festival, and a little time exposing
himself to the Nashville scene, Tom
developed into one of the premier bluegrass
musicians in California.
Tom Bekeny has been performing,
touring, teaching, and recording for over
40 years. He belonged to a cohort of young
musicians that were contributing to a
fertile and creative Bluegrass and Old Time
music scene that ﬂourished in the SF Bay
Area in the mid 1970’s. He has played
mandolin with the Kathy Kallick Band for
21 years and ﬁddle since 1988 with the west
coast’s longest running traditional Bluegrass
band, High Country. He has also played
mandolin with Laurie Lewis (the Grant
Street String Band), Tenbrooks, and has
appeared with Peter Rowan, David Grisman,
and Jerry Garcia. Since 2011, Tom has also
performed regularly on mandolin with the
“all-star” traditional Bluegrass jam band
Bangers and Grass—a group led by banjo
player Bill Evans.
In addition to playing Bluegrass music,
Tom also plays Jazz mandolin. In August of
2013, Tom released “Jazzolin”, a collection

of Jazz and Great American Songbook
standards that received high praise from
reviewers such as Jazz Weekly, Mandolin
Cafe, and the Folk and Acoustic Music
Exchange. Tom plays straight ahead jazz on
the mandolin with his trio, The Missing
Man Quartet, and frequently performs
with gypsy jazz guitarist George Cole. Since
1979, Tom has taught Bluegrass mandolin
and ﬁddle both privately and in music
camps such as the California Bluegrass
Association Music Camp, Camp He Ho Ha
(Edmonton Canada), Nimbleﬁngers Camp
(BC Canada), and the Haapavesi Folk
Music Festival (Finland). He was featured
in the summer 2009 issue of Mandolin
Magazine and has an instructional DVD,
“Beginning Mandolin”.

Tom Bekeny

The CBA’s Bill and Faye Downs
Super Volunteer Award Winners
The California Bluegrass Association proudly
presents this award to Charlene and Stewart (Slim)
Sims in recognition and appreciation of their time
and talent through countless hours of volunteer
work. Charlene and Stewart have been a solid
force in the implementation of the “Great 48” jam,
in addition to the “Annual Instrument Raffle”,
the main fundraiser for the CBA’s annual IBMA
pilgrimage. These are only two examples of the
many functions Charlene and Stewart volunteer
for and/or manage. The California Bluegrass
Association dedicates the 2017 “Bill and Faye
Downs Super Volunteer” award to Charlene
and Stewart Sims this day June 16, 2017.
Thank you both !

Charlene and Stewart (Slim) Sims

John Adams worked in Silicon Valley for forty years before retiring to Nevada County
in 2006. He lived in Morgan Hill and Gilroy during the KFAT years, joined the Santa Cruz
Bluegrass Society participating in festivals, Banjo Buds and local music events. John spent
many years as a Volunteer at the Strawberry music festival where many of you knew him as
part of and eventually head of the Strawberry stroll crew ushering you into the music
meadow every morning rain or shine. John moved to Nevada City in 2006 and quickly
became involved in KVMR where he has an Early
morning radio show.
John has been heavily involved in Remote Broadcasts including the Fathers Day Bluegrass festival.
He leads the archiving effort at KVMR and provides
the CBA with copies of every main stage set and an
occasional Vern Stage set. As part of his archiving CDs
are produced for the performing artists and made
available to them immediately after each set. Each CD is
personalized with a festival label and printed artist name,
stage, date and time. You can find John in the KVMR
radio tent 12 to 14 hours a day during the Fathers Day
Festival. John has also been the promoter and broadcaster on a number of On the Road Live broadcasts.
John Adams
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